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1. Executive Summary

G20 leaders tasked this working group with reviewing work underway and
making recommendations that will strengthen international regulatory standards,
enhance transparency in global financial markets and ensure all financial
markets, products and participants are appropriately regulated or subject to
oversight, depending on their circumstances.
The recommendations contained in this report are a response to the causes ofthe current crisis, and are intended to prevent future ones from occurring. They
are based on a recognition that robust regulation in e~9~,co~ntl)" based oneffective global standards, is vital to future financiaLstability.nilThe first line of
defence is sound regulation - institution by instituti~n and prod~ctby product 
and recent events have clearly demonstrated that.~~~ula~9ry failu~e~, in somejurisdictions fuelled the current crisis. It is clear thaUhe regulatory frameworkneeds strengthening, and it is essential to get micro-prLldE?ntial regulation right inorder to promote financial institutions that are sound and that manage risks
appropriately.

What has become clear most recently is that this is a systemic crisis which has atits root the build-up of imbalances across the financial system. History showsthat, while each financial crisis is different,a shared feature is that they are
preceded by a period of excess risK~~?king, strSmg cre;ditgrowth and asset priceincreases that show up in vario~s .rn~rkets. TR:TicHrrent crisis highlights theextraordinary financial and socla'rcosts of failore~ in the financial system.
As directed by th~~T?~Tr~peclaratiqp and G20 Troika, an important focus ofWorking Group1has been tqstrengtheq rpicroprudential policy while
supplementing it with a great~r emphasis on a system-wide approach to
regulation in order to better mitigate the build-up of systemic financial imbalances
moree;{fTcti~ely. In most jurisdiytions, this will require improved coordinationmecfianiSrnsbetween various!Jinancial authorities, mandates for policymakersand regulatOry authorities thafinclude consideration of financial system stability,and effectivetb;9WJqaddress systemic problems. It will also require reassessment of tn~,~pprqpriatescope of regulation and oversight. Further
consideration shoJlm~'rs16 be given to the role of risk management with respect tothe incentives created by compensation practices and to enhancing the resilienceof market infrastructure.

To achieve these objectives, this report contains recommendations in the
following areas

• A System-Wide Approach to Financial Regulation
• Scope of Regulation

• Oversight of Credit Rating Agencies
• Transparent Assessment of Regulatory Regimes
• Procyclicality
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• Capital

• Liquidity

• Infrastructure for OTC Credit Derivatives

• Compensation Schemes and Risk Management

• Transparency

• Effective Enforcement

• Technical Assistance and Capacity Building in Emerging Market
Economies

Underlying Causes of the Market Turmoil:

The turmoil which began to unfold during the Summer of2007 was, in part, a
consequence of an extended period of low real interest~at~~around the world,
supported by an expansionary monetary policy, large current account
imbalances, robust global growth and limitedvolC:.ltility in economic conditions.
This benign environment caused investors to extend their search for yield further
out the credit quality curve, leading to overly optimistic assessments and lack of
due diligence in assessing credit risk.

In response to the demand for pott;l increasedcr~~itand higher yield, the
financial system developed ne,wstructures and created new instruments that
supported higherlev~ra~e,~nd aPPfr,ared to offer higher risk-adjusted yields.
Many of these instrumef1ts.vy~re opaque, and masked the extent of leverage and
interconnectedness of risk,,!«piyh appeC:.l;f;ed to be globally dispersed across a
wide range of institutions anq,r;narkets, iand much of the due diligence in
examining .these innovations 'Nas outsourced to credit rating agencies.

The trading of innovative over..the-counter financial products, particularly those
aimed at transferring credit;ir1sk, particularly credit default swaps and
collateralized debtobligations, expanded very rapidly. Financial institutions failed
to properly manageat[\d monitor risks to liquidity in the event that these markets
froze.

At the same time, regulated banks and financial institutions supported the
acceleration of financial innovation and the push towards more unregUlated pools
of capital by establishing off-balance sheet and structured investment vehicles.
These unregulated investment vehicles, created in response to features of the
regulatory and accounting framework, often financed their operations without
minimum capital buffers or adequate liquidity plans, were exposed to maturity
mismatches and held asset compositions whose risks were often misunderstood.

Risk management within institutions and oversight expertise by regulators did not
keep pace with these innovations. Financial sector compensation schemes
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based on short-term returns, without consideration of the attendant risks,
reinforced the momentum for risk taking.

Eventually the increase in asset prices could not be sustained. Delinquencies
translated into price decreases on U.S. sub-prime mortgage-backed securities,
which in turn produced losses for investors and led to margin calls for leveraged
sub-prime asset holders. As the market uncertainty about the quality of assets
spread, increased risk aversion, reduced liquidity, and concerns about the
soundness of major financial institutions fed on each other. Many institutions
experienced significant balance sheet pressures, which led to a tightening of
lending standards with adverse effects on real economic growth.

In hindsight, policymakers, regulators and supeNisors in some advanced
countries did not act to stem excessive risk-taking or take into account the
interconnectedness of the activities of regulated am:! 'non"'regulated institutions
and markets. This was due in part to fragmented r~gul~\?ry structures .and legal
constraints on information sharing. Further, uncertaintie~Goncerning the
implementation and valuation of structured products and the valuation of
positions in illiquid market conditions, and som~qualities of the international
bank capital framework, may have exacerbated the turmoil.

Identified Weaknesses:

Some of the more salient weaknesses identified as drivers of the current turmoil
include:

Weaknesse~ir1Uhde~fi,tif]f{ Staha~~ds:Jhe credit quality of loans granted
with the int~ntion of transf~rri:n;~them to, other entities through the securitization
process Was not adequately!cis~essed/;

,.. "

Lack ofOversight of Systemic Risks: While the build-up of leverage and the
underpricing of credit risk were recognized in advance of the turmoil, their extent
was underappreci~ted and there was no coordinated approach to assess the
implications of these. systemic risks and policy options to address them. There
was also insufficientr~c6gnition of the interconnectedness of risks within both
regulated and unregulated markets.

Lack of Oversight of Unregulated Pools of Capital: Unregulated and lightly
regulated pools of capital, such as investment banks, hedge funds, private equity
funds, and a number of the banks' off-balance sheet securitization vehicles, grew
disproportionately in importance during the period preceding the crisis.
Regulatory arbitrage pushed risks outside of the regulatory framework and
oversight of these markets and entities was left to indirect regulation through
oversight of related regulated counterparties and to market discipline.
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Weak performance by Credit Rating Agencies: There was an over-reliance
on credit rating agencies and shortcomings in rating models and methodologies,
as well as insufficient attention to conflicts of interest in the rating process.

Procyclical Tendencies Fed by Regulatory and Accounting Frameworks:
The crisis has highlighted the role of certain aspects of accounting frameworks
and capital regulation to increase the natural tendency of the financial system to
amplify business cycles, affecting both the degree of credit expansion in benign
conditions and degree of credit contraction in the downturn.

Shortcomings in Risk Managemen t Practices: A number of the standard risk
management tools used by financial firms relied on samples of historical data
from short periods and were not suited to estimatit;\g the sCa,I~:qf!~otential losses
in the adverse tail of risk distributions for structured:credit products, Moreover,
compensation arrangements often created incentiv~sfor;excessi\Jerfsk-taking
through insufficient regard to longer-term risks.

Financial Innovation Outpacing Risk Management: Th~r$was qsignificant
acceleration of financial innovation in years leCiding up the crisis that far outpacecl
the ability of firms to manage risks and ofregulcltors to effectively monitor them.

Weaknesses in Disclosure: Weaknesses in public diSb!.()sures by financial
institutions damaged market confidence during the tt.lrmoil. Public disclosures
that were required of financial i~Rtitutions did ~R,tj~lrYays make clear the type and
magnitude of risks associated:Wi1h,t.heir on- antloff-balance sheet exposures.

;- "c. '1;- " ; -~

Weaknesses in ResolufioIJProcedures:Existing procedures for resolving
troubled nonbank institutions~ave bee~t>hown to be inadequate when an
institution imposes substantial$ystemicrisks. In addition, national resolution
mechanisms have not been effective in some cross-border resolutions.

Lack of Transparency in Various OTC Markets: In many cases, investors and
other market observers could obtain only minimal, if any, information about
pricing, trading volume, and aggregate open interest in various products that
trade in the OTe markets.

A vision for the future financial system

In providing its recommendations, the Working Group envisages a financial
system which will maintain many of the key features of the current system while
continuing to evolve in response to ongoing global trends.

The future financial system will continue to be global, interconnected, and reliant
on open global trade in services, as well as free capital flows across jurisdictions.
Linkages and inter-related risks across institutions and markets will continue.
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There will be a combination of global banks operating across borders and
national banks which will focus on market niches.

Financial institutions will continue to rely on a combination of deposits and capital
markets for funding. Funding markets will continue to be interconnected across
jurisdictions. Also, liquid and well-regulated markets will continue to be critical for
raising capital and for efficiently managing financial risks.

Financial innovation will continue to play an important role. Policymakers and
regulatory authorities will need to become better equipp~d to manage the effects
of innovation on the prudential safety net.

While some products may need to be simplified inor,der to.increase acceptance
in the financial sector in the near term, innovation willin~\Jitably mean that
products and risk management techniques will continue to evolve in complexity.
The regulatory framework will need to respond to associqted risks accordingly.

A massive deleveraging is being forced by large losses coupled with sharp
reductions in counterparty risk exposures!;andth~post-crisis period will likely be
characterized by a financial system with 1?:'Nerl~')(~I~pfl~,verage, reduced
funding mismatches (both in terms ()flrnaJliritYI~nd cunr,epby), less exposure to
counterparty risk, and greater tran~parency r1~arding financial instruments.
Nevertheless, as the credit cycl:1Jrcovers an9m.<;lWres, there will be inevitable
pressure to expand profits through increased leverage.

~,..' .,'j : '

The type, size,andcross-border expOsures of institutions and markets that will
survive the crisis will likely beconsideraqlydifferent than before. As banks and
financialjnstitutions consolidTIfr' policy makers will have to adapt prudential
regulation to varying degrees of size and concentration. Similarly, competition
policy willpl<;ly an important role in ensuring healthy competition.

1{.~. 4i-l 'it! I ! , ;: j

The future finic1i«~!~!iSystern;VJill require greater consistency in the regulation of
similar instrument~iand pnhstitutions performing similar activities, both within
and across borders. i

Large complex financial institutions will continue to operate in multiple
jurisdictions in order to meet the needsoftheir large global clients, with
supervision that is better coordinated internationally and a robust international
resolution framework.

Capital markets will require greater emphasis on reducing counterparty risk and
on ensuring that market infrastructure can continue to offer a source of funding
during periods of stress.
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The complexity of contemporary finance will continue to pose a challenge for
financial institutions, for example for their valuation and risk management
practices, and for the capacity of the international community of supervisors and
regulators to discharge their responsibilities.

Transition to a new regulatory regime:

It will be necessary to consider appropriate timing and a reasoned response to
changes in the regulatory framework going forward. Recommendations should
avoid regulatory over-reaction which can lead to perverse and inefficient market
responses. For example, while ultimately capital buffers for the system should
be strengthened in order that they can be drawn as needed in downturns,
changes in the current environment may have negativeconSEmuences on the
real economy. A considered review of the consequences ofreforms and
harmonization, coordinated across jurisdictions, is necessary to increase the
effective transition to a more stable financial system:

Review of Progress of G20 Action Plan

This Report presents a high level overvie'1!ofjhi~~~ures take'l response to
each item of the Washington Action Plan. A very<sYR~tantial)amount of work is
underway to take forward the policy devEllopm~nt necessary to implement these
measures and, overall, this work is proceeding well and in a coordinated fashion.

Based on progress so far, cert~i~:£T1easures cRUI~)be highlighted by Leaders as
milestones of particular importance at the Lond()n Summit as evidence of the
exceptional amount of il11plemenfation work by national authorities and
international boaies.

; .... ,
A. Measures to address the current crisis

On Transparency:

Several accoupting stan~ard setting bodies published guidance to clarify
expectations for. the val.uation of financial instruments, including complex
securities.

Prudential superVisors in many jurisdictions strongly encouraged their
internationally active financial institutions to enhance disclosure by adopting
leading risk disclosure practices addressed in a report by the Senior
Supervisors Group to the FSF, and larger financial institutions have
responded well. This has resulted in disclosure of more meaningful
qualitative and quantitative information about risk exposures involving
complex instruments.

BCBS has published proposals for enhanced disclosures related to
securitizations.
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B. Measures for the medium/longer term

On Regulatory Regimes:

IOSCO, the IAIS and the BCBS have undertaken initiatives to assess
differences in regulation across sectors, identify regulatory gaps, and
examine issues related to expanding the scope of regulation.

IOSCO assessed the compliance of credit rating agencies with its code of
conduct, and is currently developing a framework for the global monitoring of
compliance.

On Procyclicality:

Working groups formed by the FSF have preparedrecol1'1mendations to
mitigate procyclicality with respect to bank capi,~al, provisidn!ng practices, and
valuation and leverage. '"

On Prudential Oversight:

The Basel Committee issued, for consultation, proposals to strengthen the
risk capture of the Basel 11 framework, including enhancements to the capital
treatment of securitizations, off-balance she.et exposures, and trading book
activities. These measures form part ofa comprehensive strategy to
strengthen the regulation, supervisio~;and ri$kirp:~nagement of internationally
active banks in order to address weaknesses revealed by the crisis. This
strategy also includes work in wpgress toenhanqe the consistency and
quality of the Tier 1 capital q;3se and to mitj~.(lteprocyclicality.
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On Transparency:

The IASB and the U.S. FASB have established an advisory group comprised
of senior leaders with broad international experience in financial markets to
advise the Boards in considering accounting issues emerging from the global
crisis. Furthermore, the Trustees of the International Accounting Standards
Committee Foundation (IASCF) approved in mid-January the establishment
of a formal link to a newly created external Monitoring Board composed of
public authorities. They also approved the expansion of the IASB
membership to 16 members and provided guidelines regarding geographic
diversity.

The two initiatives above (i. e.) enhanced guidance on fair value accounting
and enhanced risk disclosure) will also have a longer-term effect.

Recommendations to Leaders by the Working G~oup

The objective of the recommendations for further refbrrii'01ade by the Working
Group is to build a financial system that will support growth ~nd rising living
standards across the globe, while reducingthl1i(i~~ of financial}rstability.
Financial crises have very large social costs: Attm~same tim~, there are large
social benefits to all from a dynamic and efficient financial system that transforms
savings into productive investment~,(lnd helps househplds and businesses
manage risk. The regulatory framework neeqs to maximize stability and
efficiency while ensuring an appr()priate balan,ce)vhere there are trade-offs.

The following is a sum.rn~ry ofthe;;r~p~mmendations for further action of the
Working GrouP~.1[~~~~P,9rt)dentifiE1rlp..?die? that could be tasked with
implementi~gand monitodR~qprogressl~gainst these recommendations as well
as implementation timelines.~y charting a clear direction and a timeline, the
package .of recommendationsh~s the potential to provide the sense of clarity and
increaseci Gpnfidence the finaO;9Jal system requires in the short run, and
increased efficiency and stability going forward.
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Summary of Recommendations:

System-wide Approach to Financial Regulation
Recommendation 1: As a supplement to their core mandate, the
mandates of all national financial regulators, central banks, and oversight
authorities, and of all international financial bodies and standard setters
(tbc), should take account of financial system stability.

Recommendation 2: Within each country there should be an effective
mechanism for appropriate domestic financial sector authorities to jointly
assess the systemic risks across the financial systel11 and to co-ordinate
the domestic policy response to limit the build-up.in sys~emic risk. The
structure of this coordinating mechanism should be transparent, with clear
assignments of roles, responsibilities and account<;lbflity for ~ach authority

Recommendation 3: Financial sector authorities should have suitable
macroprudential tools to address systemic vulnerabHities. Measures that
are simple to understand and to implement are prefe~<;lR.le to. more
complex ones, and tools that rely onp,r;r""~pecified lirriitsqr rules are
attractive. However, rules need tob~ com!8'nrnented lJVith the informed
judgement of regulators based o~;tt1eir joint'?sR~ssment of the risksacross the financial system. . . ..

Such policy tools will be deV~I~ped bydosco, the IAIS, the BCBS, the
expanded FSF and othenr~levant international bodies and standard
setters (e'~:dl~T~,PGFS},iAptential macroprudential tools that should beexplored further might. include:

a. Supplementi~~ risk-baged capital measures with simple
measures tql~pntain th'e build-Up of leverage, with enhanced;;llllllp sensitivity tdjR(~-balance sheet exposures;

·nd ll;b. Capital reqU(fWments that adjust over the financial cycle;
Cl; Loan-loss pr~visioning standards that are more forward looking;
d.;I.he use ofilbnger historical samples to assess risk (for example

\1mr;~~timates of Value-at-Risk) and margin requirements; and
e. Greater focus on loan-to-value ratios for mortgages.

Recommendation 4: The expanded FSF, together with the IMF, should
create an effective mechanism for key financial authorities in each country
to periodically come together around an international table to jointly
assess the systemic risks across the global financial system and to
coordinate policy responses.

Scope of Regulation

Recommendation 5: All systemically important financial institutions,
markets and instruments should be SUbject to an appropriate degree of
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prudential regulation or oversight, consistently applied and proportionate
to their local and global systemic importance.

In order to determine the appropriate degree of regulation or oversight,
national authorities should determine appropriate mechanisms to allow
them to gather relevant information on all financial institutions, markets
and instruments in order to assess the potential for the failure or severe
stress of these institutions, markets and instruments to contribute to
systemic risk, either on their own or through linkages with other segments
of the financial system. Information on systemic risk should be monitored
though a globally coordinated mechanism. ,

H:

National authorities should have the authority!to exp~hdthe perimeter of
regulation in a timely way, recognizing that it may vary across countries
and through time.

Recommendation 6: Large complex financial institutions require
particularly robust oversight at a national and internation.al level given their
systemic importance at a national and international level, which arises in
part from their size and interconneCtedness(or correlation) with other
institutions, and from their influence on rnarkets,

Recommendation 7: Thr b~Ur1daries~f:~~r;r~giUlatOry framework should
be reviewed periodically Within nationaHjL(risdictions, in light of financial
innovation and broader trends in the financial system, and these should be
subject toint~rr;wtiC?naJ coordin~~ion and review.

Recommendation 8: T~~ systemic importance of financial institutions,
markets and instrument$depends on a wide range of factors, including
their~,ze, leverage, andinterconnectedness, as well as funding
mismatches. The IMF,.in consultation with the expanded FSF and other
bodies, should jointlyaevelop a common international framework to help
national auth(?Xiti~~assess whether a financial institution, market or an
instrument IS systemically important.

This framework should strive to treat similar activities more consistently for
regulatory or oversight purposes regardless of the legal form of the
institution, so as to avoid regulatory arbitrage.

Oversight of Credit Rating Agencies

Recommendation 9: All credit rating agencies should be subject to an
oversight regime that includes mandatory registration and that requin~s

compliance with the IOSCO Code of Conduct Fundamentals. National
authorities should obtain the authority to enforce compliance and req uire
changes to a rating agency's practices and procedures for managing
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Recommeh(Ja~iori12: Accounting rules and valuation practices should
reflect the evcmmon of risks through the cycle, thus facilitating greater
consistency with good risk management and sound prudential regulation,
while maintaining transparency in the presentation of financial statements.
Accounting standard setters and prudential authorities should collaborate
to achieve those objectives, with particular emphasis on providing
enhanced guidance on examining ways to enable more through-the-cycle
loan-loss provisioning practices and to dampen the role of fair value
accounting in amplifying business cycles. Particular emphasis should be
given to providing enhanced guidance on the application of fair value
accounting and the treatment of provisions.

To improve the FSAP process, the basis upon which countries are
assessed should be expanded to en??mpass macropryqential oversight,
the scope of regulation, and the super\iisoryapproach to assessing the
risk impacts of the structure of corppensation.pchemes at financial
institutions. .., .

Recommendation 10: All G20 members should commit to undertake a
Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) report and to publish its
conclusions. Depending on the frequency of FSf\Ps,national authorities
may wish to supplement the FSAP process by:p~fibdjRpllyundertaking a
self-assessment of their regulatory frameworks based On internationally
agreed methodologies and tools. The result~of th~se self-9~sessments

should be subject to international coordinaticn) and validation ,pnd should
become public.

conflicts of interest and assuring the quality of their ratings. Given the
global scope of some credit rating agencies, the oversight framework
should be consistent across jurisdictions with appropriate sharing of
information between national authorities responsible for the oversight of
credit rating agencies.

Recommentl~tFd~11:. The'RS~pndits member bodies, particularly the
BCBp, should devel~m.supervis()ljY;and regulatory approaches to mitigate
procyclicality in the firi~ncial system by promoting the build-up of capital
~uffers during the eco~qrlilic expansion, through earlier recognition of loan
Jjro~~epand by dampenm~ the adverse interaction between fair valuation,
leve~?g~ and maturity rpismatching in times of stress.

Procyclicality
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Prudential Oversight:

Capital
Recommendation 13: Capital should serve as an effective buffer to
absorb losses over the cycle, so as to protect both the solvency of
financial institutions in the event of losses, and their ability to lend.

Once conditions in the financial system allow it, the international standard
for the minimum level of capital for banks should be increased and the
quality and global consistency of capital should be enhanced. In addition,
capital buffers above minima and loan-loss provi~ion~should be built up in
good times in order to enhance the ability of reglllatedfinancial institutions
to withstand large shocks.

In this context, the BCBS should develop standards to promote the build
up of capital and liquidity buffers in good times !flat can be drawndown in
periods of stress. The BCBS should also developCl~imple, transparent
leverage indicator. . ..

;; 'i';l\111

In the meantime, the international ~tciWc1~rclfor the minimum level of
capital should remain unchanged'iand c~pitalbuff~rs above minima
should be allowed to decline.ip res:pons~ to detnpiorating economic
conditions and credit qualitYI:~nd urgent consider~tion should be given to
measures that would facilitate access t() additional private sector capital in
the downturn.

Recommendati()n,"1~;.G20 la~,ad~nsshouldsupport the progressive
adoption of the Basel'U~apital fr~r)'lework across the G20.

i'
Liquidity q:d
Reqof1mendation 15:·I~rudential supervisors should deliver a global
framework for promoting stronger liquidity buffers at financial institutions,
includingcross-bord~rinstitutions, to ensure that they can withstand
prolongedp~r;iodsofmarketand funding liquidity stress.

Infrastructure for orc Credit Derivatives

Recommendation 16: Financial institutions should take the necessary
actions, including by way of standardizing credit derivatives contracts, to
clear OTC transactions on credit derivatives through central
counterparties. If needed, national authorities may enhance incentives for
the use of central counterparties to clear OTC credit derivatives.

Recommendation 17: Central counterparties should be subject to
transparent and effective oversight by prudential supervisors, and meet
high standards in terms of risk management, operational arrangements,
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default procedures and transparency. The CPSS and IOSCO should
review their recommendations for central counterparties to ensure they
take into account the unique characteristics of credit derivatives.

Compensation Schemes and Risk Management
Recommendation 18: Large financial institutions should ensure that their
compensation frameworks are consistent with their long-term goals and
with prudent risk-taking. As such, the Board of Directors of each financial
institution should set clear lines of responsibility and accountability
throughout the organization to ensure that the design and operation of its
remuneration system supports the firm's goals,j~Rluding overall risk
tolerance. Boards should also ensure there are; appropriate mechanisms
for monitoring remuneration schemes.

Recommendation 19: In order to promote in~Sn,tives for prudent risk
taking, each financial institution must review i~si~PrJlpensation ·framework
to ensure it follows sound practice principles such as those developed by
the FSF. These include the need for remuneration systems to provide
incentives consistent with the firm's lo~g-term goals, t()b~>adjusted for the
risk taken by employees, and for the variable; components of
compensation to vary symmetricalJy accqrdiogto performance.

Recommendation 20: PrudWntial sup~l'Visorsshould enhance their
oversight of compensation schemes by'fakingthe design of remuneration
systems into account when assessing risk management practices. The
BCBS shPH'ft;;~pre(exPlidtIYH~~t~grate this dimension in its guidance for
the as~e;$smehtic)f,[r$,k,manag"~rn~.f,l~.practices by national prudential
sUP€l~isors. "C;l j)i" iH!H;

TransparerJcy .
Rec0rr.mendation 21:'~ccountingstandard setters should accelerate
efforts~q reduce the cqmplexity of accounting standards for financial
instrum.erits,to improve accounting standards for foreign currency
translation, and to enhance presentation standards in order to allow the
users of final);c,iafstatements to better assess the uncertainty surrounding
the valuation Of financial instruments and to better reflect the economic
substance of financial assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currency.

Recommendation 22: The IASB should enhance its efforts to facilitate
the global convergence towards a single set of high-quality accounting
standards by sharing the experience of countries that have completed this
process, by providing technical assistance and by increasing
representation from EMEs within its governance structure.
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Effective Enforcement

Recommendation 23: The effective enforcement of regulation should be

a priority of all financial regulators. As such, national financial regulators

and oversight authorities should review the effectiveness of their

enforcement activities and ensure that appropriate resources are available

for monitoring the application of regulation and for prosecuting offenders

and that the enforcement function is independent from other activities or

from external influences.

Technical Assistance and Capacity Building in Emerging Market

Economies
.

Recommendation 24: Recognizing that th~jRegre~ bf~~U~!RPment of

financial systems varies considerably acrossm.e;G20, natibn91'pyt~orities

commit to assist each other in enhancing their capacity to strengthen

regulatory frameworks. In addition, IOSCO,thellNl§>and the BCBS

should have the appropriate capacity to provide techni9C;11 assistance. The

needs of emerging market economies deserve particlJlarc.onsideration.

In developing these recommendatiol1s, t1;r~Working c;roup has sought to avoid

exacerbating the current strains on.rnarkets af\d institutions, and to identify

appropriate timelines and c1ear,r>~~ponsibilitie~.f%,ir
T1plementing and monitoring

progress. The Working GrouPi:qm=r~ these recommendations for consideration

by Leaders so thatfuqh~r.9IarityWiI11R~ provided on improvements to the current

microprudential regulatqryfrClmeworkn~nd,~othat authorities can move forward

in a globally coordinated eno.. rt.• ··..to. limit sy.stemic risk and mitigate future crises.
.

'-._"-.. ' .". ,.··.1.
,- ,
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2. Introduction

The Working Group was tasked with reviewing work underway in member
countries and in international bodies and making recommendations that will
enhance transparency in global financial markets, strengthen international
regulatory standards, and ensure that all financial markets, products and
participants are regulated or subject to oversight, as appropriate to their
circumstances.

The mandate of the Working Group was not to make~nWlile,~te?i~nical

recommendations, but to provide direction for policwmeasur~~}t,o be pursued
further by appropriate authorities and to provide s~fne gUidi~gi'~~~inciples for
timely, coordinated policy action. \\:;\"';'

Given the breadth of its mandate, the Working Gro'J~I~;$~ identified some
priorities,to focus on, which are reflected in the recc:>:mm:~~Hations for further
reform presented throughout this report. Memberswere\~,urMeyed to obtain their
views on these priority areas and to gather i~ri9Fmation on'r¥t~~~,we~ taken to
implement the Washington Action Plan. "':reL~?:f~jpg Group yYprked through
regular conference calls, combined withghe fac~14tRH~?ce,meeting.

As mandate? i~ the Leaders' Decl%~liomllhe lWorki~~lrnrbuP. relies to a ~arge .
extent on eXlstmg work streams ulJ:q,~rway. Int~rnat!pnal bodies conducting thiS
work ~ the FSF,.IOSCO, BCB111t;'~1}S, IASB, f~mrn~~ WB.- all p~rticipated on the
Working Group In order to sh?r~lPnqgress and enHance diSCUSSion of
collaborative apPr,q?cOff,?;fpr furtne:fjlWqrk. Their participation has been of
tremendous .•V?!U~itb'W'lei~~~~,i,ng GtO:~'~;,
This repomiis structured ~';d~i~~lthe ar~~~ for reform identified in the Washington
~20 L~ftR~rs' A.ction. ~Ian. IhR;rr~videsso~e assessment of !he need for reform
In th~sedClr.~?S, Identifies the U,~?ders' Action Items, summarizes progress to date
made ag'a'i~stlthese items, at)!dlproposes rationale and recommendations for
further actioH!~~flli~eas fO~J~vther reform.

For symmetry wit,~lqmer,.jworking groups, this report follows a common approach
which outlines the'~«~liington Action Plan items, identifies the process for taking
forward the Action Rlan, assesses progress, and makes recommendations for
further work to be done. The Working Group also makes some
recommendations that go beyond the Washington Action Plan. An analysis of
the specific action items pointed to an overarching observation, in that the
interaction of specific regulatory and policy features, and of the actions taken by
market participants, can have an impact on the risk of the system which may not
be fully recognizable in a framework which focuses on the actions of individual
market participants. These interconnected actions need to be monitored and
addressed within each jurisdiction and in a globally coordinated fashion. The
report begins with an overview of this overarching theme, and addresses each of
the Action Items and related recommendations, and finally offers some ideas for
going beyond the Washington plan.
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3. System-wide Approach to Financial Sector Regulation

It is fundamental that regulators and standard setters strive to achieve a
prudential regulatory framework that protects the stability of financial institutions.
Regulatory and supervisory weaknesses, such as regards underwriting
standards in the U.S. mortgage market, helped exacerbate the current crisis. It is
essential that prudential regulation at the firm level be strengthened and that
competent national regulators provide a first line of defence in preventing
instability in the financial system.

However, a fundamental lesson from the current crisis is that effective
supervision at the individual firm level, while necessary;\;i~ q~t SUfficient to
safeguard the soundness of the financial system as,awnble~;i1Regulators,

supervisors, and central bankers need to supplem#nt stron~jH1}RH;>prudential
regulation with a macroprudential overlay to more'MfectiveJY m'onltqr and
address the build-up of imbalances that have the pot~ntial to causefiqancial
instability. "UH" .;;

The objective of enhancing the macroprudential orf~ntaW~~;fpr the regulatory
framework will guide considerations througho~~,this ReportHlffi~i~,objective is
consistent with the Leaders' principle of maJ<iulglregulatory regfmes more
effective over the economic cycle. .l( 'lllllllilk .' /"

Hh }p ·ljhp1f'i .. d
Complementing a strong microprudEmtial!fi$gulftory's~~t~m must be a
mechanism that can also ensure cQp'$Jderatio~; of th~tr\u'inber of related issues
which Leaders have rais~~, an~IY'~ich ?an a~~RM~Wbuild up of risk in th.~
system, that are not expltcltIY.~~RhYred In a supervisory approach to stability that
focuses on regulat~pi.m~mptions'o~IX1" Such an approach, for example, does not
explicitly addressriskstti~tlk'(rrre trc~t't\S'fnrr~q.. to other unregulated entities or that
existed in I~ss-regulated s~gr;n~nts of fti~Jrnancial system. This illustrates the
need tOy,simplement micror:H-:9:«~ntial r~gulation with a macroprudential oversight
framewQ[kwhose objective is!tR!limit the build-up in system-wide risk.

~:1i.'LH:i 'HiP
Since thelrJW'fH9.f distress to thglfinancial system as a whole is not simply the sum
of the risk tcmfsllr;tdividual codi~onents, the impact of the collective behaviour of

";-:P:!:>L_H~

economic agen,~j~Ptaggr~gate risk needs to be taken into account explicitly. To
illustrate, take the;exf.r;t:lple of a bank's leverage during an economic expansion.
It may be individuallY:l~ppropriate for banks to take more risk during benign

cl'

economic times, for,e'xample by increasing lending. However, when this
behaviour is widespread, the overall leverage of the banking sector may create
the potential for financial instability. Macroprudential and macroprudential
authorities may view this situation differently. The increased leverage may not
be viewed as a concern from a microprudential perspective if it is supported by
appropriate safeguards at the institution level, for example by sufficient capital
buffers. However, even if these safeguards are considered appropriate for an
individual institution, a macroprudential regulator may nonetheless be concerned
by the potential for a systemic imbalance arising from a widespread increase in
the overall leverage of the banking sector. As another example, the behaviour of
individual institutions in markets as conditioned by capital requirements for their
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trading book, internal risk management practices, and rules and practices
regarding margin requirements can lead to procyclicality in financial market
prices.

A challenge for policymakers is to achieve the appropriate balance between the
complementary microprudential and macroprudential approaches to financial
sector oversight. Traditional microprudential objectives still need to be vigorously
pursued in order to preserve financial stability, since incidents of financial stress
are likely to be less frequent - and the associated costs reduced - if individual
institutions are well managed, if markets function efficiently, and if the
infrastructure supporting the financial system is strong.

The ability of authorities to address systemic risk ne~qW~o d~p9rlsiderablY
enhanced. A number of policy institutions, for example centt~Lbanks, have
enhance? ~heir analysis of systemic risks in recentl~rars,~!ril;an{~f:i~re systemic
vulnerablhtles that caused or enhanced the currentlh.lfjfTloll had In'fac.tbeen
identified - but policy mechanisms to effectively tra'8~jl!~ie these an~;lysesinto
policy action are lacking. " ,

.' ';

Several issues being addressed in this report i.nvolve consid;~(fltions related to
this need for enhanced macroprudential ov!~,r$ig~~~For examRI~lthe forces
through which the financial system contri9utest?!~rmp'lify pU~jr\ess fluctuations
and ri~k taking, ~~ssibly causing .or exaq~~?at~9;g' fiH*;T,~ii~! instability, n~ed to be
exammed and mitIgated. These Inxl~pecertam aspe.ct.~'idf compensatIon
schemes at financial institutions: o{lm~rgin re.g'uireljlents and risk management
practices focused on Value-at~~~?;~ calculatioh;~;~fl~~d on short historical
samples, of the capital adequaG~Hrrl~rnework, cifllcfof valuation and loan-loss
provisioning pr~fiHflffF!'lm~I~?,~itioMtt~~~m~ is a need. to redefi~e the scope of the
regulatory fr<;lp;leworJ<lllril~f;~~nl\O estaOll~ih.i?ppropnate oversight for the
institution~;ahd markets tn!Mtimay be th~isburce of systemic risk. Risk
managerrent also needs t06~!*nhanced to better evaluate vulnerabilities arising
from JOWTffiTI~uency, system-V'{i~.e risks, and to better mitigate these risks.

The worklgg'lC?rpup views a sqmmitment towards improving financial sector
policy so thatl!t:p,a.r effectiv~IY mitigate the build-up of systemic risk to be of the
highest prioritY:l!ffl~·9.9urc.~s!imust be committed to develop an overarching
framework for addr~s$irigthese issues. Building such a framework will involve
reviewing the mand~tg;s of authorities, establishing national and international
coordination mechahisms, and enhancing their tools to effectively address
systemic concerns. There will be differing judgments as we move through this
process, but it is essential that we move forward even if we do not yet have all
the answers. Thirty years ago, when monetary policy began to focus on price
stability, there were many differing assessments of the relevance of this
approach, and many aspects are still not fully understood. Yet, the focus of
monetary policy on this goal has resulted in significant success in keeping
inflation low, which has been widely regarded as a beneficial development.

The Working Group recommends that the mandate of all national financial
regulators and oversight authorities and of all international financial bodies
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should include promotion of financial system stability, as a complement to their
core mandates, and that there should be a lead authority responsible for
macroprudential oversight in each jurisdiction. Financial sector authorities need
to address systemic risks, and they need to consider the implications of their
policies and standards for the stability of the financial system.

Policymakers will need to address issues of coordination and cooperation, both
at the domestic and international level. In addition, the relevant authorities must
ensure they have instruments at their disposal to limit the buildup of imbalances
with the potential to contribute to financial instability. Such policy tools will be
developed with assistance of the financial standard setters, such as IOSCO, the
IAIS and the BCBS. Global standards should be miflimpr;nq~st practices and
national authorities would have the right to imposetW~HeF st~tiq~rds appropriate
to their own circumstances.; iPi!!nllL

The analysis of these instruments prior to their im~i~lnE;1~f~t;on '~WYUlRli~e,l1
conducted in a comprehensive fashion, taking intoaf~«~~rt the interaqliR'nf

'

between the various instruments considered. There"may:~I~o be need for a
review of governance of each authority, given the potential ipr~ssury for
discretion in application of these tools at variRlrw;;points ovefitbj~jQl.Isiness cycle.
The recommendations of WG2, for exampleiWlttYir~ppect to early warning
exercises, and WG3, should support these expand~droles for the international

bodies.. lidP, HIBI / ''llllIW:f
There is disagreement within the V:Y0rking Gr~HP o~i}Nhether this should apply to
accounting standard setting bopi~S:. Some bel;~~Y~ithat promoting financial
stability might conflict with th1djrnW<j\~ objectivEPC'faccounting standard setting
bodies to proviqffni,~\Rr~fitiRi~ on tH~I~n~nomic situation of an entity. They argue
that, if prom()tingfirH:frYdi~!l~t~wility lea:~'~ltRl'reduced transparency or to
informationaistortions, this';cbuld lead t!:»'an overall outcome that is undesirable.
it;, III .1 .~ , ., '

HowevElf;,.,others consider itr~IQrucial for accounting standard setters to take the
implicatio,rV?of their standard~it¥ the stability of the financial system into
consider~tibDI recognizing tha.r,!financial stability is not their primary objective.

As an overarc'hingframework'to approach the Washington Action Plan, the
Working GrourN~f~9.[lmeflcJS the following:

Recommendation 1: As a supplement to.their ore mandate, the mandates .'
of all nati~nal fin.a;ncial ~e;Qm~;t9rs:r?~rltfa,(h{;j,;;; ....H~J~~~'r#i~Ht~qth?iities,<
and of all mternatlonal fma,nclal ~odles:.and starL.ard ~etters(tbc)shou,ld'..'
take account offinancialsysterTl stabil itY.

o

'Z" . ". , ··,·v .' "
.... ,-

...... -.'-':.' - , '

Respons.ipility:••••Fin.~n.8~.~ihi~Jrig~,;)1~ti68~lfi·n~n9i.~.I ....regylat8·rsand·.·••·
oversight authorities, central banks, IOSCO,IAIS, BCBS, [IASB and other
accounting standards setters], expanded FSF, IMF
Timeline: To be completed within 2 years
Monitoring: ComplianC~byQ~tionalaythoritiestpbe monitored by IMF
WB throu h FSAP ana ArticleJV ,.com 'Iiance binternationalbodies to
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be monitored by expanded FSF

Recommendation 2: Within each country there should be an effective
mechanism for appropriate domestic financlid sector authorities to jointly
assess the systemic risks across the financial system and to co-ordinate
th~ domestic policy response .to limit the build-up in systemic risk. The
str~u(;{lJf~o(thJ~:coor,dir1~~iD'g'tl1ech~r1!?rrts~dutd be :transparent, with clear
"as~fg;rirneWts"c>(fQles';"re~pbnsibillties;a'J1qatc(r~hlabmtyfor,each authority.

(''-' <:,'__ :-;~ -:; -:.";.,.,). :..:- :.' _:<- :.,:z:.,; _.';::,~ :;;;,;<;>0_':~_';'~_\:';_:>'-,: -': ~_-,: :,?<'x ~ '{. :~;'::><~ _:-:_-::_:_"J;:::·\:f,;():'<:'-!.;'~."_- __ :-~, ~ _,," Y··'.': -;'-~-'---~~' ,-~-: ", .:-', :,''-':',: ' . ,-~-'- ~:': ~ ,<',.', ' ; - -

Responsibility: Finance Ministries,financial regulators and supervisors
and central banks, in cooperation with other relevant bodies, including
policy authorities for housing finance and accounting standard setters, as
appropriate
Timeline: To be completed within 2 years
Monitoring: IMF,.WB (throughF$AP.andArticle IV)

Recommendation'·3:Finantialsectoraulnorities should have suitable
ma~roprq~ehtiCl!}9?;I~to..actd,r~;s~~ystemfc vul(1erabilities.. Measures that
are simple tOlmderstand ~Clnd to Implement would be preferable to more
complex ones,and tools that rely on pre-specified limits or rules are
attractive. However, rules need to be complemented with the informed
judgement of regulators based on their joint assessment of the risks
across the financial system.

Such policy tools will be developed by IOSCO, the IAIS, the BCBS, the expanded
FSF andotherrelevant international bodiesand standard setters(e.g., IASB,
CGFS). Potential macroprudential tools that should be explored further might
include: " .. '

L' s~ppre~;"eritingris'k~bas~d6apital:measur~~with simple measures to
", '::coritain:'the:;build~upb}lev~ragE(witH~nhanc~a'sensitivity to off-

balance sheet exposures; . . .
g. Capital requirements that adjust over the financial cycle;
h. Loan-loss provisioning standards that are more forward looking;
i. The use of longer historical samples to assess risk (for example with

estimates of Value-at-Risk) and margin requirements; and
, .. j:.. ;;~Great~r focus Ol1l,~a~~}:o~v~Iue:.a~ios for mortgages.

, -.- - -

Responsibility: National authorities, IOSCO, IAIS, BCBS, expanded FSF,
... ' .,CGF:S..... '." ." .. ' .•..... . .' ... , :. .

Timeline{orlool dey~lopmentExpandedFSFto provide an annual
.report' on the suite.oftools,under development by its members,
with an Interim Report in Fall 2009

Timeline for tool implementation: On an ongoing basis
Monitoring: Development of tools to be monitored by G20 countries, as

well as ex anded FSF, and their im lementation b the IMF-WB
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(through FSAP and Article IV)

Recommendation 4: .The expandedF§F,t()gethefWltHtt1~IMF,i$H(')lJr~.T <

create an effective mechanismfor key financial authorities in each country .
to periodically come together around.an international table to jointly
assess the systemic risks a<:rpss the global financial sy~tem and to
coordinate policyresppnse,s;

Responsibility: Expanded FSF, IMF, Finance Ministries, national financial
.' . " regulators,centtCilbanKs,and'oversjghf a'l1ttiOtitie.s)<:·:·:':i·" \ '.,

- Timeline: Fully implemented within 2 years,witfiiniti~H sysfem in place bY
the Fall 2009 FSF meetings .. . . . .' .

Monitoring: G20

4. Washington Action Plan
iLl,;:;, j

The structure of the financial system has C~Cln~'~~over timel'#)t,h new types of
institutions emerging and with distinction~rbetw~~i~l~iffere::nt types of players
~eco~in~ more blurred as th~ir acti~itie~llri?nVE1r~eQHllW,nW types of complex
financIal Instruments - ~ometlmes ~Iml emDe?!~ed lev~r~ge and a lack of
transparency about their structure lCind the dn~.~rs of;~helr performance - have
also emerged. Although thesep~,~elopments!m~y:jH~ve come about as a result
of innovations aimed at improyihgji~he efficiency1bfthe financial system, they
have also createddppOttunities fdF!Dyreasing leverage and for shifting risks
among playersinhigtllyoP9Que ways.i.'>

,,': t ~ ~ ~, ~'C , 1 1r, \1',r
In order tqsupport innovati6rh~ndbecause the link to depositor protection was
limited,.8qlicymakers have tr~$!itionally relied on market discipline to promote
integrffyH~lfDJs segment of th~H~inancialsystem. These institutions and markets
were thusiQX~~n lightly regulat$.!(l or unregulated. One of the lessons of the
current crisisq(sl~n~t market gi~cipline did not adequately fulfill its intended role
during the lase~'~6;~qmic,q9cle as risk exposures of regulated financial institutions
and the shadow ~~Okirm'Jsystem, the complexity of the financial system and its
opaqueness to both regulators and market participants, ultimately proved
destabilizing.

4.1.1 The Scope of Regulation

The role of certain financial institutions, markets and innovative instruments that
were either unregulated or lightly regulated in contributing to the current crisis
has highlighted the need for financial sector policymakers to redefine the
perimeter of the regulatory framework. Examples of institutions and instruments
currently unregulated or lightly regulated include mortgage brokers/originators,
investment banks, securitization vehicles, credit rating agencies, as well as
hedge funds and other private asset pools.
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The need for enhancing prudential oversight stems in part from the realization
that products and vehicles removed from a bank's balance sheet may still pose
risk to financial institutions. Further, systemic failures, once largely confined to
large institutions, can result from the interconnectedness between institutions
whose individual condition may not pose a systemic risk but whose correlated
fluctuations with others do. While regulation to protect market integrity in support
of efficient capital markets will continue to play a critical role in the functioning of
the financial system, this section will explore the need to supplement this
regulation when systemic risks may not be fully captured in the current regulatory
framework. But top-notch business conduct rules and effective consumer
protection and financial education policies are critical t~Hhe \efficiency and
integrity of financial markets. iiiw; Illl:.;!::

'le,'

Action/tem: The appropriate bodies should review the differentiated nature of
regulation in the banking, securities, and insurance sectors and provide a report
outlining the issue and making rec0rT/mendations onneeded improvements. A
revie'vV ()fthesc()pe()ffin,ancialtr~LlI~tion''vVith a speCial, emphasis on
institutions, instrufnents, and marketsthat~re currently unregulated, along with
en~~rin~ J~~tfjll ..,~Yc~.trrT/[8~/I~d"JE].()rt,W2tir1~fit~ti,()'"I.~.EJ(rappropriately regulated,
.sh9Ulqi?ls,p;I:J.fJ.C;WlCffJft?'s..en.'(F9!.{lcli<."J.r1il).,(fJe.1Jlygiuipterm),

~': '~,.'.' ',' .'''':~\ -:;'-<:'i>-:::'~;'- );< >:<:,C;':i>'::"V::-;-'\:':':;' ':.- -i<- A:~:. <';-:c;,.' <,' ,,::;;;':'::-;>:\~~ : "';\ ::.""'-,:.'-',':' .':' :'-; :":', '. :' ';'>"".;':'. ""c·"· -.'; ":' -:,:.-'L: ,>:

W" lllh "lI
Process for Taking Forward thdlbJladers' ActJdH1Vt~Jh

Since the wash.i:~i~1Rrij?IYir;n(lllCmt~~~~tional bodies have undertaken a number of
initiatives to a.?ses~Hjjff~~~)I"l:S~s in r~~hN~.~i!Wl across sectors, identify regulatory
gaps and ~f<amine issues;rEfI''il,~~d to eXp',anding the scope of regulation in
responsEfito this action item.:,'; ,. ,

1.! :m~*iHf?int Forum, a wcY,r,Wng Group of the BCBS, IOSCO and the IAIS, is
und~l~aking a project tK)iiidentify gaps in the oversight of systemically
import~dtHflstitutions,~hd to evaluate differences in regulatory approach
across 't\1;~l~~pkin~I!~jecurities and insurance sectors.

11Illlll" !i,!f'

2. An IOSCO l1~~~lForce is exploring whether and how to extend key
regulatory pr\~ciples applying to regulated products and markets, in the
areas of transparency, market conduct, and market infrastructure, to
securitized products and COS. An interim report will be published in mid
March.

3, An IOSCO Task Force is examining issues surrounding unregulated
entities such as hedge funds, including the development of
recommendations for mitigating risks associated with their trading and
opacity through oversight. An interim report setting forth a range of
options will be published in early March.

4. The IAIS is elaborating its medium-to long-term strategic focus through
examining issues related to the supervision of internationally active
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insurance groups, macro elements of prudential supervision including
contagion effects and the issue of non-regulated entities and regulatory
consistency across financial sectors. A report is expected in June 2009.

The FSF will draw from the above work to review regulatory objectives, the
instruments of regulation, and to what entities and activities these instruments
should apply. This will be discussed at the March 12-13 FSF Meeting.

Working Group Assessment

Work underway in response to this action item is only a first step towards
achieving the Leaders' vision of a financial system in which all systemically
important institutions are appropriately overseen.

As a starting point for determining how to assign appropriatE1l~V;Ei1rsight, more
work is urgently needed to define systemic importaqce. T~EfIMt;flnd the FSF
would be well placed to conduct this work jointly. l-'~~~,r~dent Ge:n:~v,~,RepPrt
and the G30 report "Financial Reform: A Framewor~!t'~tlF;inancial Sf~b,l!!l~W are
useful starting points. They note that assessment~10flS:Y$~~micsignifica'nce
should take into account a wide range of factors, includiN~I~i~~,
interconnectedness, leverage and funding mi$mqtches. l111lHiw<

;,dnniHHH.i lppJ'
The increased integration of markets globally shP'u[d be taken into account when
assessing the systemic importance of ally:givel"1lfin~~cialjinstitution, market or
instrument given the potential for c().~tpgioh acrbss 89~~~Fs. Achieving a robust
framework for regulating cross-bor<:l~hnstitutiolls is therefore important. This
issue is treated by Working Grm/p!2. ,HPllHH'

t ~ ~ i-i .~ I.;\1 ., ", i 1i si ;;;'
In order to assess ar.:mmpriate·reg~l~tory capture, a framework to gather
information anci~~'~~~snti~INhat is'ip~@:a,sive in both its geographical and
institutionalcpverage'\s nl~q~s~ary.AbtHpritiesneed the ability to acquire
sufficientnefevant informatlb:~lHn the aGH~ities and exposures of all financial
instituti9fl~' participants - inclt.1<:lrng hedge funds - and issuers, in order to
periodical'I~I.~ssess their conttl~ption to systemic risk, either on their own or
through linKqges with other s~gments of the financial system.

Three key areap\~~r additiop~1 data collection by regulators should be considered
in order to analyze the potential risks posed and decide whether regulatory action
is needed. First, d~.tqoh the nature of an institution's activities - including, for
example, its size, inyiestment style, and linkages to systemically important
markets - should be collected. Second, regulators should develop and monitor
common metrics to assess the significant exposures of counterparties on a
group-wide basis, including prime brokers for hedge funds, to identify systemic
effects. Third, data on the condition of markets such as measures on the
volatility, liquidity and size of markets which are deemed to be systemically
important and/or vulnerable, should also be collected. It is envisaged that
regulators would use a combination of existing information sources, including
data collected from key institutions and vehicles. Consideration of what
regulatory, registration or oversight framework would best enable this information
collection and subsequent action would be determined by financial regulators at
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the home and host country level.

After identifying financial institutions, markets or instruments presenting risks that
regulators wish to address, this could then be achieved over time as appropriate,
whether by direct or indirect regulation, depending on the nature of the risk
and/or the intensity of oversight that is desired. Attention should be given to
limiting negative spill-overs to other parts of the financial system in the event of
severe stress or failure, for example by enhancing counterparty risk management
and by developing effective resolution regimes. In order to cope with the
changes in the structure of the financial system over time, and recognizing that
the determinants of systemic risk may vary over time and across countries,
regulators need to have the ability to assign regulatory,r;~qt.Jjr~rnentswithin their
jurisdictions, and they need to periodically review tDei;perrm~,1~ri9f regulation to
ensure that all parts of the system that could pose,~ystemicfrrsK;'h,aveappropriate
prudential requirements and resolution regimes. qljiL ,;I;,d!'d i

. .. . <~1UUifH'i' l
i ijH!iil: f~,l~ .

Particular consld~ratlon should b~ gl.ve~ to the pote9\~llflltW the shadqYfJ1R~nklng
system and for hlghly-Ieveraged institutions such a$'held~mifunds to contribute to
systemic risk. We note that leverage may arise both dir~ctiy!trrough formal debt
(e.g., bonds, credit lines, IOUs) and indirectlYiit~rpugh impliCi~ibqrrowing due to
certain derivatives transactions. Anecdotcll ievltJ~"n'c,e suggest~iihat this indirect
leverage is particularly important for hed~~funds, 'a~q,it should be taken into
account when assessing their systemic tomortance.iQversight for hedge funds is
discussed further in section 3.1.3.. . ','

In addition to traditional prudel"\~\~lltoolssuch i~M1R~Sltal buffers or risk
management guidelines, prud.erlti~IH?Versightfdr'systemically important financial
institutions cOUlpi;~~I~;qn~'~i9,~d eitH~r:lby restricting some of their activities that
may present,R~hlcUlarrY;l~ign.W\SkSdflijR!rn(lipts of interest, or by assigning
appropriateleapital chargel~lKg!r.~flectnqnJtore activities. Examples of measures
restricti:q~l~ctivitiesfor bankYn;gl!nstitutio'ns are given in the G30 Report. They
inclucle;~(s.?llowingthe sponsRn$hip or the management of private pools of capital
in which·tl1~lb;ank's own fund~Bare commingled with that of clients, imposing strict
capital and'iiqp'Idity requirelT1~nts for large proprietary trading, and retaining a
meaningful patt1of'c,redit risJ<'when packaging and selling structured products.
Another option incm~~s,.increasing the costs of dealing in certain non-standard
activities, perhaps 't~npl)gh appropriate capital charges, so that financial
institutions will be 9.b1e to determine whether the cost of accommodating
innovation merits the change.

Because of practical implementation issues, legal structures and jurisdictional
limits will necessarily play an important role in the development of any
supervisory model. However, given the convergence in the activities conducted
by different types of financial institutions, achieving greater consistency in the
regulatory principles that would apply to similar markets and institutions
performing similar activities, both within and across borders, would be desirable
in order to reduce the scope for regulatory arbitrage. The Working Group
recommends that the expanded FSF conduct an analysis of the regulatory
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perimeter to examine practical issues related to putting greater emphasis on
functions and activities and less emphasis on legal status.

The minimum degree of oversight applicable to the entire financial system has
been an area of disagreement within the Working Group. The majority of
Working Group members consider that some form of disclosure requirements for
material entities or markets are a sufficient minimum standard, with authorities in
each jurisdiction assessing risks posed by financial institutions, markets and
instruments and increasing the degree of oversight according to their risk.
However, some Working Group members would prefer that a minimum degree of
regulation be applicable to all systemically important financial institutions,
markets and instruments.

Recommendation 5: ~AllsysternicaHiiITlPbrt~rtffIh~rlciafiri~tituti6Iis':
markets and instruments should be sLJbjecftoan appropriate degree of
prudential regulation or oversight, consistently applied and proportionate
to their local and global systemic importance.

In order to determine the appropriate degree of regulation or oversight,
national authorities should determine appropriate mechanisms to allow
them to gather relevant information on all financial institutions, markets
and instruments in ordefto'assessthe potential for the' failure or severe
stress of these institutions, markets and fnstrumentsto contribute lo " '
systemic risk;:either on'theirXb~h;;drt6h)Ggt{nnl<.~gesWitJi9ther:~~gments,
of the financial system.olniotmatiorroHsysteHl~~{HskshoWdl6:~IWp,nitOied''
though a globally coordinated rtlect1anisin:oc,J';;~!O": ,'!'"c::/;'Jo,;<;>\:d,,;:. ",

National authorities should have the authority to expand the perimeter of
regulation in a timely way, recognizing that it may vary across countries
and through time.

Responsibility: Financi,al authorities, central banks, IOSCO, IAIS and
BCBS,with guidange from the expanded FSF ,arid the IMF
Timeline: Two stages: process fo obtairiinforination underway in Fall
200,~~_'_~j,,~h_',~y~_teQ:i)i__fl:_:;Rt~9:~ ::~~~,,~:~rp-;-~,'-~y:~ ' . , -_"'_-:'::~::':< <-;-;,>~_\ >-:'--;_:,; .. '<.':-,~.::-'_.-,_\.,_._,,, _

Monitoring:' E~p~WiidedF$f::~t8"~n§o're;~a"".. '" ", 0 "" ° p:fpli~hJo'the': '
perimeter 'of regulatiorl;ahd'theinformatJbh'collectiOr1"fra'mewO~kto'"
be monitored by IMF-WB (through FSAP and Article IV)

Recommendation 6: Large complexfinancialinstitutionsr~quire

particularly robust oversight at a national and international level given their
systemic importance at a national and international level, which arises in
part from their size and interconnectedness (or correlation) with other
institutions, and from their infll,lEmce .cmmarkets.

Responsibility: Prudential~uperv'
expanded FSF' ',::,: '</,
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- Timeline: Ongoing ,
Monitoring: Expanded FSF

Recommendation 7: The boundaries of the regulatory framework should be
reviewed periodically within national jurisdictions, in light of financial
innovation and broader trends in the financial system, and these should be
subject to intE~nlatior1~lIcoordination and review. " ,

'RespopsipHity': PrudentialslIper'tisors; c~ntral banks, and securities
regulatqrs, wlthguidanc:efrom the expanded fSF and the IMF

:. ' Timeline·::Ong~ing. ':;''''.'' ',' ,: ' ..

'Monitoring: Expanded FSF

Recommendation 8: The systemic importance of financial institutions,
markets and instruments depends on a wide range of factors, including
their size, leverage, interconnectedness, as well as funding mismatches.
The IMF, in consultation with the expanded FSF and other bodies, should
jointly develop a common international framework to help national
authoritie~;assesswhethera fimmcialinstitution, market or an instrument
is systemically important.

This frameworks~olJldstriv:etotr~atsiIT1ilaractivitiesmore similarly for
regul(itoryor,over5ighq),yrpos~~regardlessof.the legal form of the
institution, 50 3StO;avoid regulatory arbitrage~, " ' ,

Responsibility: IMF, expanded FSF"
- Timeline: Fall 2009

Monitoring:G20

;; ',I' !
,_;H;lHt~l'

!n;'~lH:i
TwoClr$~~,of particular concer,r;1'have been raised by members of the Working
Group, Wh~~~jftre given attentiHn below: the oversight of credit rating agencies
and of hedg'~~i.)f'lds. ,ill'

~Plli;q~~ .dr
'~'l!!l!ll !i'
~rpH~n-. ~h'
',UI'i)!], ,I"

~ -~1j i1~! J~ j } ~_) i

4.1.2 Oversight o'f:'Pr;fjtlit Rating Agencies
~p'

Investors in fixed income markets failed to probe deeply enough into the nature
of the assets they bought, and instead relied too much on credit ratings.

In addition, several issues related to credit rating agencies (CRAs) and their
ratings have been cited as contributing factors to the current crisis, including:

Concerns that they relied on flawed rating methodologies in determining
ratings for structured products;

Insufficient transparency concerning their assumptions, criteria and
methodologies used for rating structured products; and

Potential conflicts of interest.
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In response to these concerns, IOSCO updated its Code of Conduct
Fundamentals for CRAs in May 2008. The revised Code of Conduct
incorporates changes designed to directly address conflicts of interest and
transparency issues associated with ratings of structured financial instruments.
The Code of Conduct requires CRAs to disclose their own codes of conduct and
explain how these individual codes are consistent with the IOSCO standards.

As originally envisioned, enforcement of the Code was left to market participants
(e. g., investors, issuers) by virtue of their ability to assess for themselves the
degree of compliance of any given CRA with the Code and to adjust their views
of this particular CRA's rating opinions accordingly. While this approach offered
the benefit of flexibility, the difficulty of confirming c0n;lpli9nq~,req1aineda
weakness which IOSCO and securities regulators jrHrH~ny jqW9~ictions have
been working towards addressing. '};;;:L

, '; i ~ n> -; ~ i

'qUilnl' '"
Action /tem: Regulators should.fake steps tQ.eosurethat ctedil.rating agencies. '.
meet the highest standards bflOSC6'andfhatiheY;8vo7d(:;onflicts of interest, .'
provide greater disclosure to inve~{ors' a)7dto issuers,and diffe,rentiaterqting$ for
complex products. This wilf help·'i:inst.i1:e)hat creditifilihg·~;i~hcf§s;:1:i&l.fg·;ffJefigHt ..,
incentives and appropriate oversight to inablethem ioperform their important ,
role in providing unbiased information and assessments to markets. (For .. .
immediate action by March 31, 2009)

Action /tem: IOSCO shoiJldreview credit rating agencies' adoption of the
standards and mechanisms for monitoring compliance. (For immediate action by
March 31, 2009)

Action Item: Credit Ratings Agencies that provide public ratings should
registered. (For action in the medium :term) .'

;' ""1/,
Proces~i'f0r:TakingForward tJj~;:Leaders'Action /tem

i .'q~HHh\., .H~r
FollOWing pu.Q,lw.?tlon of the mVlsed IOSCO Code of Conduct Fundamentals for
Credit Rating Ag~ncies, all.gifthe major rating agencies adopted codes of
conduct based on~hi~ ephanced set of guidelines. IOSCO is currently reviewing
the extent to whicht~~s~ agencies' own codes satisfy its guidelines, and a report
will be published in early March. The report indicates that the large global CRAs
have largely adopted the changes to the Code or, in certain instances, such as in
relation to considering a separate rating scale or subscript for structured
prOducts, have clearly explained why they have not adopted that part of the
Code. Some smaller national agencies have not adopted the changes but
appear likely to do so soon, and a few small agencies have yet to adopt codes
based on the IOSCO Code.

Since the Code lacks legal authority, any enforcement of the Code rests with
national regulators. Credit rating agencies are registered in the U.S., and
proposals to require registration are at various stages of the regulatory process in
other jurisdictions, including the European Union and Japan. The FSF is
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following these national and regional initiatives and is working to promote a
globally consistent approach to oversight of credit rating agencies.

The IOSCO Task Force on Credit Rating Agencies has developed a common
inspection module for regulators undertaking inspections of CRAs in their
jurisdictions. The module provides a baseline for developing inspections based
on the IOSCO Code. The Task Force is also in the process of drafting a paper
outlining an approach that securities regulators can use to oversee globally
active CRAs. This approach will include a permanent IOSCO committee for
dialogue with the CRA industry and for information sharing among IOSCO
members regarding the regulation of CRAs. This paper will also discuss a
college of regulators approach, buttressed by bilateraJ?rrangements regarding
ongoing supervision of globally active CRAs. The .interitibn isfqr this paper to be
available by mid March. lL H';P 1');,

Working Group Assessment !!mj!: dpjl'i1lllllh i
lqd~~1~. '1'~IL:1-~n:

The two action items for immediate action - taking 9feiHi!t()wards ensuring
compliance with the IOSCO code and developing rilechia~i~ms for monitoring
compliance - are on track to be met by the April Leaders Stlmrnit, and the
medium term action of national registrationisa,lready underwi;lyin many
jurisdictions.

The Working Group is of the opinionthafane IQSCOCoq6 of Conduct is a helpful
common frame of reference and tha(it establi.shes appropriate standards with
respect to incentives alignmentlic:Jygjdiligenc~I~Qc;ttransparency. However, a
self-regulatory framework doe~ID;Qhappear sufflqt~lit to ensure compliance with
the IOSCO Code',,~I~HPJJd regJLlI'~td~ framework with robust supervision of
CRAs b~ PUbl,~?Jlf!PfI1Qtnl~:~I\~lrece~~.ij~I~~,~,nsure that professional standards
are apphed(~l1at proce<fl1r~~!!9!ld pohcl~~i!agreedupon by CRAs are adequately
followed)h'~t the integrity ofi~H~;ratingJWocess is upheld, and that conflicts of
intere~t,~m eliminated or ad~~gH~tely managed. Effective supervision requires
surveHlariq~,pf CRAs' activitie~!~nd, where necessary, enforcement of rules

\~f~I':)~"__ ,~,~:,

applying to·C%~l\s. Therefore\Hrigorous but proportionate rules should be
enacted, coHSisteot with international standards, concerning:

'Pi1HH1, -n:''il"nlb ,h'
• Thel!IP:m~trntibn of conflicts of interest, and the adequate

mana~~thent of those conflicts that arise;

• safegd'~rds, both about the quality of ratings and of the ratings
methodology; and

• Transparency regarding the rating process, both in general and
with respect to a specific issuer or financial instrument, to the credit
rating agencies' historical performance and to how credit rating
agencies operate internally. Moreover, a dual rating scale
distinguishing between corporate and sovereign debt, on the one
hand, and structured financial products, on the other, would be
desirable.
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, .." .......> .....,-:..:0-'::'::::-:-':'> .... ..

Recommendation 9:'AlIc;~'dit~ati~~<~ ." er '.' ,,(jUtd'< <' ., , , , '.
oversight regime that inclJldesmandatoryregistration aridthafiequJr
compliance with the IOSCO Code of Conduct Fundamentals. National
authorities should obtain the authority to enforce corppliance and require .'
changes to a rating agency's practice$ and procedures for>managing' .
conflicts of interest and assuring the quality of their ratings. Given the
global scope of some creditrating agencies, the oversight framework
should be consistent across jurisdictions with appropriate sharing of
information between national authorities responsible for the oversight of
credit rating agencies.' " . .' .. ., . .

Responsibility: Nati6r,alayfhoritie' .... ,. .
Timeline: To be completed within 2 years·' .'... ",
Monitoring: by IOSCO and IMF-WB (through FSAP and

The Working Group has focused on strengthening enforcement mechanisms in
order to foster discipline in the credit rating industry. Specifically, the Working
Group recommends that Leaders complement their commitment on the
registration of credit rating agencies with one to enhance enforcement, by
requiring that regulators obtain the authority to require changes to a CRA's
practices and procedures for managing conflicts of interest and assuring the
quality of their ratings.

Given the global scope of some credit rating agencies, it is desirable for the
oversight framework to be consistent across jurisdictions in order to avoid
regulatory arbitrage, and to avoid unnecessary compliance costs for those CRAs
conducting international activities. Conflicting natio~;~liR~seRJegulation could
have unintended consequences for users of creditf;atitlf# if Jt~qrces CRAs to

'(T,:,'"
sep~rate their operations by jurisdiction and dimill:if\~es th:ilit~H)~WN:cal abilities.
Their resources would be better. ef1}ployed toward$,l!~rmp~[~yrng thel~IRffl~or!11ance

and, as such, the common mOnlto~rng ~odule de~el:<PSnR by IO.SCO,:~n~!~~e role
of the IOSCO Task Force on Credit Rating Agencle,$'''llP~qmotlng crossL:border
cooperation are important. . '!1

There are a small number of rating agencieswJ'1!sh have gldb~I,;qperations, and
others that specialize within a national mark~tiil'nibrder to avdi~duplication,
some regulator should be assigned the r~sponsibility f(x coordinating the
monitoring and enforcement of the I()SCgCocie ofC0.rWllct for each credit rating
agency. This process could be conp,t;l:cted th~~ugh I(i)SCO.

,dllh:r :jnl::>~;'

4.1.3 Best Practices for Private Pools of Capital

While the benefits of hedge fund activity to the functioning of financial markets
have been recognized, questions have been raised about the comparatively
limited extent to which hedge fund managers and funds are subject to direct
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oversight. Concerns expressed relate, in particular, to the risks that their
leverage and short-term funding represent for the stability of the financial system;
and to a perceived lack of transparency of hedge funds vis-a-vis regulators and
other financial market actors. Recently, there have also been concerns about the
abusive use of short selling by hedge funds as well as some internal processes,
in particular the manner in which hedge funds manage their risks, value their
asset portfolios and avoid potential conflicts of interest.

ActiohlterrCPfivatesed6rb~dirJS th'a/fi~v~already;developed best practices for
private pooJsofcapital andlorhedgefundsshould bnng forward proposals for a
set of unified bestpractices. . Finance Ministers should assess the adequacy of
these proposals, drawing upon the analysis of regulators, the expanded FSF,
and other relevant bodies. (For immediate action by March 31, 2009)

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action /tem

In 2007, the FSF called on the hedge fund industrylt~'~~~EfIOP a code o¥ best
practices in the context of an update to its report on highlyl~xe,raged institutions.
In response, two hedge fund associations, thelHedge Fund'qUindards Board in

. djPdfnll- QQ4p'
the U.K. and the Asset Managers' Comm!tte·e·'r\it~~,U.S., hav~.iprepared

separate codes of good practice for the io~ustryll!ll\qqliitional standards have been
developed by the Alternative InvestmentlN1anagem'~Ht·~~bociation. Work is now
underway amongst these private qR~;f;es t'opriq~uce ~isirtgle summary standards
document. When this becomesavanable, the!lf1SF,a'nd IOSCO will assess and

, : L'>:: ~ , : ~ l :",: ~".: , v

comment on the adequacy of ~q~~~ proposals'!!\1IH'Y
i' -, ~- ~ H -1.: ~;

q~HHi

Working Gro(jpf~ss~~~m~Mlll\L
dn-i -i~InHH~

While ccmcerns that hedge f4t1P
j
s - or of hedge funds - may generate

syst~mimmrj~ an? imp~se ext~~nalitie~ o.n the ~nancial system are supported by
the tTCMexpenence In 1995mhere IS little eVIdence that hedge funds have
played a SI9Q}Vit(19.nt role in thl~lturrent financial crisis. There is already some
form of oversigJjl~IQ}ler hedQeifunds in most jurisdictions, primarily through their
relationships with'lpHme,tJrokers, which are subject to prudential supervision. A

• • i~(~"Pt\dUi

debate IS ongolngd(lIWt1ether these current arrangements need to be
complemented by dee'pening of direct regulatory oversight of hedge funds,
accompanied by some global or international capacity to aggregate information
on financial system exposures to hedge funds.

Some WG members have proposed that the Working Group recommend more
formal and consistent oversight for hedge funds, while others argue that the
limited role of hedge funds in contributing to the current crisis and the
effectiveness of the existing indirect approach for overseeing hedge fund activity
to mitigate systemic risks arising from private pools of capita suggest they do not
merit priority action. The need for more formal oversight for hedge funds is an
area of disagreement within the Working Group which reflects in part differences
in the development of the hedge funds industry - and, correspondingly its
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systemic importance - across the G20. Some Working Group members wish to
avoid jurisdictions in which hedge funds do not represent a significant risk from
having to commit to regulating them.

The general framework proposed by the Working Group in section 4.1.1 for
redefining the scope of regulation will help increasing oversight of the hedge
funds industry. This framework will require hedge funds to register with
authorities and to provide them with certain data to enable regulators to assess
their relative systemic importance and to determine when further regulatory
action is required.

In the case of hedge funds, the data collected would lik~JY include the size,
investment style, borrowing and performance of th~iNn~lalq:9,g).ylthits
participation in certain systemically important mar~~ts. In aqdition, since one
mechanism through which the failure of a systemi~~Jly impOrtah~\f;\eQge fUQd or

" , I " c _,' :' I·' .. " '! ~ , iI -',' . '_.

cluster of hedge funds would be transmitted to the1~r;Rff!ger financi~l:~y!sterh -
and potentially the real economy - is through its count~rparties, it would be
appropriate for regulators to develop and monitor C()m~dnll)1etrics to a~sess the
significant exposures of counterparties, including prime titQR~r$ for hedge funds.

,_\~~>;i; no ;df;;;;'
In the interim, the Working Group recomm~nds!~~randed captqre of information
on activities, risks and interconnectednes,fwith'~y~\~rnicaUy important
institutions. This would include improve~19pce,~s Of!~:Y,t~qrities to macro
prudential information from hedge funds limbrder to b~tte~ assess vulnerabilities
in the broader financial system !lIiW lit /'"

I,· ,,1"

,; ,. i j-: H~ ([1:: i

nL,~ ii;nn~J!
d,'iHHi~lh~ ,,'-'-'

4.1.4 TransparJ{1j(:~i~~~,?jTIrnen{t)fi~~SulatoryRegimes

The Financiql Seci~~Asse~~p:l~nt Pr6~~fl!)1'aimS to promote the soundness of
financial s,ystems through e~~nlJ;'i1tions s,llpported by experts from a range of
national'a'gencies and stand~rqHsetting bodies with the objectives of identifying
the str~'~gHt$,and vUlnerabilitl.~~\of a country's financial system; determining how
key sourd:!sn~Hrisk are being:~~inaged; ascertaining the sector's developmental
and technical!~~$i$tance ne~8s; and helping prioritize policy responses. As

ql'l,IPju
such, this programl~~pre9~hts a useful tool for enhancing the regulatory
framework.'qq\ji!H!IP'

Action Item: To the extent countries or regions have not already done so, each ..
country or region pledges to fevieWand'repoiton theistrUctureaild prmCiplesof ...
its regulatory system to ensure it is compatible with a modern and increasingly·
globalized financial system. To this end, all G-20 members commit to undertake
a Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) report and support the
transparent assessments ofcquntries'nationalregulatory systems. (For action in
the medium term) .. .

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action /tem

Thirteen member countries of the G20 have undertaken a FSAP assessment.
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Working Group Assessment

[Could the IMF and the WB please confirm the number above and provide
information on plans for FSAPs in the near- to medium-term? Have any
actions been taken since the November Summit? For example, are there
some commitments from G20 countries that have yet to undertake a
FSAP?j

The IMF and the World Bank are continuing to enhance the analytical framework
for financial sector assessments. For instance, they are focusing more on
systemic linkages and dynamics, and are taking a more systematic approach to
stability and developmental assessments to enhance th~ir comparability across
countries.

Recent assessments for advanced econom,~s have fpcus~d mainly on
evaluating the risks of exposure to US sUbRtlf1i1trlrrated'pj~~HM?ts. fy10re
broadly, they focused on the risk of externah~R,rjl,\~gion,as w~1I1~~,C:ross-

border crisis management. dlllillliHhi' 'Il!'
Assessments in emerging market countries 'have¥~9U~~d on evaluating
resilience to a range of possible shoc~~jm;~t could b~itB~gered as a
consequence of the unfolding crisis;fbre~ample, stress4esting scenarios
where external sources of Iiquidity,~uddenly,clrx,UP; In addition, the
assessment examines crisis man~~~mTIr\t frab;t,n~prks and, in countries
where foreign banks predomjh~te,"cro~s-bordercooperation

arrangements among h~nljWd home 9ftHl?M(;.iSupervisors.

Outside the FSAP P~~~,~ss, it}~!QRfl~!ble fo~ jurrsdictions to unde~ake ~elf
assessments or~$s'[stetl,!ClSSeSSrT1emt~,todiagnose weaknesses In their systems
and identify rer;nM~\~jIH~HUg.h~·H,For ~~~~J?t~I"lndia has recently undertaken such
a self-ass~,ss%ent. IOSCql&:~cl the IAr~!Wave developed self-assessment
framew9,r~~ that can be useClI~W)identifylareas for enhancement in preparing for

,q.:j~.Jq

the F$A;I;kTo ensure objecti\{~;pnd appropriate assessments, the appropriate
;, ';' f (; JJ) L, ' ., l-~>

self.:asseS~mjert tools and surn:cient methodology for assessments should be
developed 'in cooperation witftthe IMF and the World Bank by internationaln: Jtf' ~- ,; j

financial standa.~g1setting 9,<>aies (IOSCa, IAIS and BCBS).
4qjd!r:b:: ,dV'

IOSCO and the IA[$lemdOurage countries conducting self-assessments to obtain
assistance from indMWendent experts to develop action plans for addressing
gaps in the impleme'ritation of global standards. They also facilitate this process.
For instance, IOSCO recently conducted a workshop to train assessors to be
able to undertake peer reviews of these self-assessments,

The Working Group recommends that Leaders reiterate their commitment made
in Washington to undertake an FSAP and request that the IMF and the WB
prepare a plan and timetable of completed and upcoming assessments by the
Fall of 2009. Depending on the frequency of FSAPs, the process could be
supplemented by periodic self-assessments of regulatory frameworks based on
internationally agreed methodologies and tools. The results of these self
assessments should be subject to international coordination and validation, and
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should become public. These actions would allow for a monitoring of progress
on improvements to transparency and to compliance with international standards
and regulations.

FSAPs should also be used to monitor consistency in regulatory frameworks and
the perimeter of regulation. The basis upon which countries are assessed should
be expanded to include macroprudential oversight and the regulatory oversight of
the structure of compensation schemes at financial institutions

Given the increasing globalization of the financial system, G20 Leaders should
also encourage non-G20 countries to take similar steps to assess the strength of
their national financial systems.

Recommendation ,10: AI,I (320 mernpers shoUldc;9mrni~to,~n~TrtCl~ea

Financial SectorAsses~"rt'l~ntP'rqgral1l(F§t}.~lfi~ggrt},Cl'~~i!9;B,gpJi~~Ht§>i
conclusions. Dependingpn the,frequTnGxof.R~~~,~¥·h~tf<>,n,a!~~W,9ri!,i~~
may wish to supplement the FSAP process by'p~rh:)dically,'undedak'irlg,a ,',
self-assessment of their regulatory frameworks based on internationally
agreed methodologies and toqls.• Thereslllts()fthese,~elf-e.tssessments
should be subject to international coordination and validation, and should
become public.

,'.. ,',', ", _., .•... ".:: ......•.... , .. , ,-,_.'..,., , .. : ,",

To improve the FsAp process, the basisupOnwhich countries are
assessed should be expanded toencompass rnacroprudential oversight,
the scope of regulation, and the supervisory approach to assessing the.
risk impacts of the structure pfc()rnpert~ati' , , ,.' 'Cial",!!'
institutions. .." " ,'·'."·;{i;'~<,,;,'

Responsibility: Finance Ministries, IMFIWB
Timeline: G20 countries that have not undertaken an FSAP should
immediately commit to do so', in ccinsultation with thelMFIWB; Countries
with systemically important financial systems should be subject to a self
assessment every 5 years, and FSAP Updates in consultation with

'~=ing::IMFIWB '; i:'!> .... '. ,.,' ',,' '
,'.,., '.'- -',: ,';. ,,--<;: ',:"'-'\:'<.'-'>._,_,.:.,_,_, :" ,«,"',::,:",;',", c' ..>:'.::.,.:.".,>_:; ,.,.,. ':" ~._. ';~>':":':">':~;;;.>,

>->'

4.2 Procyclicality

The crisis has raised questions whether certain aspects of accounting
frameworks and capital regulation increase the natural tendency of the financial
system to amplify business cycles. This tendency is particularly disruptive and
apparent during an economic downturn or when the financial system is facing
strains. There is a lack of incentives for the financial system to lean against rapid
growth of credit and asset values during benign economic conditions. This would
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not only mitigate the build-up of imbalances that give rise to systemic risk but, by
building up prudential buffers during the benign phase of an economic cycle,
when it is easier and cheaper to do so, institutions would enter more challenging
times from a stronger position .

.A;tioAlt~'rri:';Th~YME,;~~{5a(]tJedF$E,'a~d!§iherreg;u/~iors and bodies should
develop "iecommenClatidns to mitigate pro-cydicality,' inCluding the review of how
valuation and leverage, bank capita!, executive compensation, and provisioning
practices may exacerbate cyclical trends. (Forimmediate action by March 31,
2009)

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action Item

The FSF has formed three workstreams to study tH~i(9rGe;S that'Hdp'Wbuteto
procyclicality in the financial system and examine pb~$'iple options 'for 'mitigating
them. These workstreams have focused on (i) bat1~:c1:l~i.~~\. (ii) loan Ibs~
provisioning, and (iii) the interaction of valuation and lever~g:~,practiGes. The
FSF has also formed a workstream to devel~P,dW,und pradl8~IRnipciples for
ensuring that compensation schemes do ~pfpr~~i;gE? incentives'for excessive risk
taking, This work is discussed in section;B.4.1. j!tjHH:1 :

fllll )I'iilll!ll!;;;ji
"i1'" n

dIHB :~in
Bank capital: This Joint F,~~13BCBS wdr~?tr~~rn is examining the impact of
Basel lion the cyclicality:pficapital reqUirements and developing ways to
mitigate th~,~ijr;~l~f,r,eguratq;'U'I!f~pital amplifying shocks to the ~inancial
sector ~~~lt.~i~lr~i~\I~H~nomY:~,PUjlg forward. The workstream IS
deve!qping recorhm,~tmAltionsdh;:$lj1anges to the regulatory capital
fr~rp~work so that iU~I~~;s the qWc!ility and level of capital in the banking
;py,~l;m during strong e~,Q:rlOmic'conditions that can be drawn down during

linpl~tiRP:1s of economic aq,Rl~inancial stress; revision to the market risk
fram~y}:9rk of Baselll t9 ireduce the reliance on cyclical VaR-based capital
estimat~$i;j:supplemer;tting the risk-based capital framework with a simple,
transpa'mW~lmE?asLlreliio help contain the build up of leverage in the
banking sYs:~~mH!~nd recommending that supervisors use stress tests as
part of the Pillar'2 supervisory review process to validate the adequacy of
banks' capital buffers above the regulatory minimum during periods of
rapid growth..

- Loan loss provisioning: This workstream is analyzing the potential
contribution of loan loss provisioning to procyclicality with a view to
recommending enhancements to loan loss provisioning practices and
standards. Recommendations under consideration include that
accounting standards setters issue a statement that reiterates the required
use of sound management judgement as part of existing loan loss
provisioning standards; and that they reconsider their current loan loss
provisioning requirements and related disclosures on an expedited basis
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to reflect a broader range of available credit information, including by
analysing expected loss and dynamic provisioning approaches. Other
recommendations under consideration include reviewing and eliminating
constraints in Basel 11 that may limit banks from maintaining robust loan
loss provisions; and reviewing and enhancing the Pillar 3 disclosures
about loan loss provisioning practices and related credit risk and credit
losses in loan portfolios.

Valuation and Leverage: This joint FSF-CGFS workstream is analyzing
the significance of the link between valuation and leverage as a source of
procyclicality. It is considering the use of quantitative indicators and/or
cons.traints o~ I~v~ra~e and margins; a res.e~~ftRI~~o~rlf,~j~O measure
funding and liqUidity nsk attached to matuntwtmnsformatlon and based on

, f~l~r 'h

its findings, which information should be m4Re availqblelM>'l?upervisors on
leverage and on maturity mismatches on a systemi-wide basis; the use of

:!<;~Hi, ~~1 !J~H~f,!.lt

~aluation reserves or adjustment~ be consid~D~~;for fair v~IU~~lnR,~nci.al
Instruments when data or modelling needed~o's~RPort their vafuatlon IS

weak; and an examination of possible chan~ies to'~~!~y'ant standards to
dampen adverse dynamics potentially associated wlth;~air ya'lue

. itntnL, "nnHHI'
accounting. diP1JlHn!;j nP

~:~f' 'l~nn~io~::~

The FSF will discuss reports from these !Nork streClm:Sat its meeting in mid-
March !iiL ,pqnWp i
";" -lid! ,,{! \HHd t

~dH!l ,. il1 H;n i

Working Group Assessment .11 r~' illhl1PllilW
This action item has been ach,ie,ye9. The Workimgit3roup now proposes that
recommendation~~rWJJth~FSPW~rking Groups be assessed by the BCBS and
accounting stanHf,~rt!J:~~H~'~~l!takin~qi'~tq ..~on~ideration practical issues related to
their use an(j;jn!,PlemenPjti,911;)pnd thab!~*g'u'lation and standards be enhanced
over tim~to mitigate procyCO$~li~ty. Th~lWorking Group proposes that a roadmap
be prep.mffd for the Fall of 20~i~\' and that annual updates be provided to the
exparideCtlf"SF. !ilP

'q;n~H~\\_ -fUr
The assessn1~l1tqf these n~qbmmendations should include an analysis of the
interaction betw$'~nimeasures to mitigate procyclicality and the objective should
be to attain a co~~~~h~risive strategy that achieves the best overall outcome. In
the near term, consIW~'ration could be given to options that do not require a major
reworking of accourWing standards for provisions/impairment. This could come
through the use of prudential rather than accounting mechanisms.The roadmap
to address pro-cyclicality should also take into account the need for training and
for technical assistance at institutions and regulators, with particular attention to
those in emerging market economies.

Measures that are simple to understand and to implement would be preferable to
more complex ones, and policy tools that are based on rules are attractive.
However, as the recent crisis made plain, rules-based tools can be arbitraged, so
the informed judgment of regulators will also be an important part of efforts to
dampen procyclicality.
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There is some disagreement within the Working Group with respect to the
implementation of provisioning techniques that are more forward-looking or
counter-cyclical. Accounting standards for provisioning of loan losses through
the income statement require evidence that there is a deterioration in the loan
portfolio. "Through-the-cycle" or counter-cyclical provisioning where provisions
are increased in good times for the possibility that the environment may
deteriorate in the future is not consistent with accounting standards. While
accounting standards setters agree in principle that such provisioning practices
would be desirable from a financial stability perspective, this would reduce the
integrity of financial statements, whose function is to pre,sentan qbjective and
accurate representation of the financial situation of.~n;~mitYjIlMjti~ating the
procyclicality arising from provisioning practices re~~uires th~ltltH~BCBS and
accounting standards setters collaborate to identitm§olutiQnM'th'a.tl~r.e compatible

""Il ,I'" L;.HIP ;.

with their complementary objectives of enhancing fti~L9:~ability of th'~ifin<:3n,dial

sector and promoting transparency of economic res'~(~~Hn financial rep:qrts',
respectively. ·"inl'.':'

Recommendation 11: The FSF and its member bodies, particularly the BCBS,
snoulddevelop super\iisoryand regulatory approaches 'to mitigate procyclicality
JntheJin.~n?i.,?I.?y~t~m<,~yPf<?I11oting thebLJJld~yP,:9f.~a,pital b~ffers during the
econoh1icexpansibn,·through 'eailierrecognitionbfloan losses and by
dampening the adverse interaction between fair valuation, leverage and maturity
mismatching intimes:of stress. .' . .0' ,i. ,',', .

Responsibility: FSF and member bodies, BCBS, CGFS
Timeline for development: Strategic plan Fall 2009, with further progress

. reporfedby yearend i
.... '.' ,0' ,... , • • •

Timelirie. for implementation: As appropriate, with discussion with sector
an{caordinationbyfhe'e'xparrded FSE ,'. . .

. ;. ", E.~~;fu?ed.F;:~ F), .,. ';;i';.;. . ..: .

Recommendation 12: Atc'~Gnt1;~g rUlesa~d val;~ation practices should reflect
the evolution of risks through the cycle, thus facilitating greater consistency with
good risk management and sound prudential regulation, while maintaining
transparency in the presentation of financial statements, Accounting standard
setters and prudential authorities should collaborate to achieve those objectives,
with particular emphasis on providing enhanced guidance on examining ways to
enable m()rethrdugh-the:.cycle Iban.:.lbss provisioning practices and to dampen
the role of fair value accounting in amplifying business cycles. Particular
emphasis should be given to providing enhanc~dguidance on the application of
fair value accounting and theJreatmentof provisions...
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Responsibility: Accounting standards setters, BCBS
- Timeline for development: Strategic plan Fall 2009
- Timeline for implementation: As appropriate, with discussion with sector

and coordination by the expanded FSF
Monitoring: Expanded FSF

~ ~s·> "' .. ;.... ,::.; ... : .... ,.;,'".. ,:.. .,~ ..>' -< ~ '.:.

Action Item: Authorities Sh,OLJlcff}Q§pre<JhatijrJ~h~~~lilJl>,~[{f!ti>
adequate capital in amoiJnts;necf{s.safy)o$lJstain·cohfipf}fJC ..
standard setters should set out~trehgthened'capitalfeqiJirf/" htsTor banks
structured credit and securitization activities. (For immediate action by March 31,'
2009)

Action Item: Definitions ~f capital sho'uld be ha/monized in 'order to achieve
consistent measures of capital and capital adequacy. (For action in the medium
termr '.- . . .. >, . .-.

4.3 Prudential Oversight

This section addresses actions to enhance prudential oversight with respect to
capital and liquidity, in addition to the need for a soun~}J;\fra~tructwe for aTC
credit derivatives that would reduce their potential s,ysfemic q~,~.: .
4.3.1 Capital ,;

The crisis has shown that a strong capital base is d~~~;«rto bank rggili~rH~~' and
broader financial stability, by underscoring a numb~pidt;}1l,~Wknesses HVc'apital
adequacy, primarily with respect to banking institutions. iFfjflst\the Baselll
framework did not properly capture the risk a~~Rjciated Witt1'w'~~ffU;d3.ssets, in
particular, complex credit products in the tf:9diti(Ji~~?k. Theseq8fbducts, to date,
have produced the majority of the losses,at ban~sl:~s,wel! as complex
securitisations and contingent exposure~i~q of~;balar;l~~:~Deet vehicles. Second,
the minimum level of capital, as w€1Ulff:s itWjqu~'lty, fa(I~EW·tb support the banks'
risk exposures going into the crisisi':iThird, the,\~ycli.qality of capital buffers has
amplified the economic downtLlrl~.j(~ee sectio~j'3'12)\.li!Fourth, discrepancies across
financial institutions in measur~§IB~,<;:apital mak'(;l~olvency ratios difficult to

;::;i~HqH <e- <ii;lHH;;compare. >1::"I''''jl- ·";il',1
:!PI,'(,dH:1! "il\l!llllQP'

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action Item

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision has announced a package of
measures to strengthen the Basel 11 capital framework in order to address
weaknesses revealed by the crisis in the banking sector, and additional
measures are being developed. These measures form part of a comprehensive
strategy to strengthen the regulation, supervision and risk management of
internationally active banks.
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In addition to mitigating the influence of the capital framework on risk-taking and
the economic cycle (see section 3.2), two key building blocks of this strategy are:

Strengthening the risk capture of the Basel /I framework: In January 2009,
the BCBS issued for consultation proposals to strengthen the risk capture
of Basel I1 framework. These include enhancements to the capital
treatment of securitizations, off-balance sheet exposures, and trading
book activities.

Enhancing the consistency and quality of the Tier 1 capital base: The
BCBS is considering various measures to promote the highest forms of
capital, in particular, ordinary shares and reserv~p,inthe Tier 1 capital
base and enhancing the global consistency Q,f;;mih)mqmcapital
requirements. The definition of capital is b~ihg revie'4t~~j~s part of this
work in order to achieve global consistencYli)t will.9Efairh~(Hum term
project, however, as many jurisdictions are~~mrXltly usingh~vrtYPes of
capital instruments to inject public money ancrWth=mgthen the:c~pi~al base
of their banking system. The BCBS will review"f~~R,'11mendatioris to
achieve this at its March 2009 meeting. 11nnll1

'.f:;',;-l

These two building blocks are being considg(~R;~,n'jfonjunctidrliWlth a third
strategic priority, mitigating procyclicality,;~hichil~i~;9slres~ed)n section 3.2. The
BCBS will consider preliminary recomme,:rJ9,atiC?;h's '{qlt1WNQ?te procyclicality at its
March 2009 meeting, along with req~!Tlmerldations fC?r"~Mhancing the consistency
and quality of the Tier 1 capital baseW :1.

J1:1 l, ::f:' ~,,- iJ -~ :/ ~1 il tl
Further initiatives of the BCBSltp;:~nhance the't~:pital framework that are less

.,1.',"
advanced includ~:Y"H;';;.: '!;'Hi;;\,

ReVie~ingl~H~jt~~~~~~m Of~~\~tnff;vatingS under the framework and
wh~t.h;er there are '~~~l~dyerse i~gentives that should be mitigated (at the
J~!Y'2009 BCBS meeH!~'~); ,1"
,,;tHL~__;~;qjJ

- ,iSt,t~f}gthening the treatm~nt of counterparty credit risk under the three
pijraf~iRtBaselll (at t~~lbecember 2009 BCBS meeting); and

'qpqjh" ,d~'
Evaluatihg:;~9ncrete,'ll:laysto supplement the Basel 11 risk-based capital

'1!"P~L <,
frameworklWi,~~a~imple,transparent measure to help contain the build up
of leverage'oY~:f;iihecycle.

HIP
The BCBS plans to;(:]evelop recommendations in these areas by the end of 2009.

In the insurance sector,Jhe IAIS is developing a comprehensive and cohesive
set of supervisory papers to address issues that have emerged from the financial
crisis with respect to the assesment of the solvency of insurance companies. For
example, standards and guidance on the structure of regulatory capital
requirements and on the use of internal models and enterprise risk management
for solvency purposes have been completed or are undergoing review. Other
solvency supervisory papers taking into account recent events are under
development or review, including standards and guidance on capital resources,
valuation for solvency purposes and investment and asset-liability management.
The IAIS will continue to work with its members to facilitate proper
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implementation of these standards to enhance resilience of the solvency position
of insurers.

Working Group Assessment

The capital adequacy framework for the banking sector has been enhanced in
response to the action items above: enhancements to the risk capture of the
Baselll framework have established stronger capital requirements for banks'
structured credit and securitization activities, and the medium term action item of
harmonizing definitions of capital is being addressed in conjunction with work to
improve the quality of capital. Further, the strategic pla,~:onhe eGBS includes
enhancements to the capital adequacy frameworkoot'part oMh~ Washington
Action Plan. jE II I11 illll\;;
Going forward, the Working Group believes that agtlR{iWliti~~d t~lg~l~~~eni'o
stre~gthen institutions'. capital levels. While raisi~gn;1lnjm~m prud~ntj~li'sapital
requIrements from theIr current levels would provld~a·agm.9.nal capital strength
during periods of stress, they would further encourage P'tdq~Hlical b,~haviour, at
the aggregate level. Emphasis should be pla,,c~9 on encouhlgjhQ/lihstitutions to
operate at higher buffers above minimum prll'de.qllq.) capital reg'lJirements, to
allow for capital to be drawn down during,~dver~~;p~rIod~ without triggering
heightened supervisory action. :;; d' ., I;:;: ,
As such, the Working Group recornrW~nds th~(,high~rbuffers above a minimum
level. of capi!al are ~e.eded for \~l1;Myst~m onc~li~~~IPlJrrent crisi~ has abated..
The international minImum c~Plt~\!requlrements'should also be Increased. It IS

in:portant, howeYrrmli:9\1Iffi~~,Lead~t~lfR;send a clear message that s~pervisors
WIll be. extr~T~JY 'Cautrou~ftRP,ut addlr;t~!11R:~,he .already se~ere p~~cycllcal
behavlour,lp the marketplacf(;,E~[ld ther~~ore Will not consIder raising
recomme:daed buffers aboveltJ1il1imum'capital ratios during the crisis. Any
enhand~mE?nts will be introdJ~~~ in a manner that promotes the near term
resilienceiqmhe banking sectqWand its ability to provide credit to the economy.
Timelines for:I,q"lplementationrnay vary across the G20 depending on the
technical capab,ilities of eaqh country's institutions and regulators.

;, : ·~i ! ;: ! f'

A strong, high qU~ljt~'Ca't)ital base (e.g., common shares) is critical for banks to
be able to absorb Id§~~s and maintain lending during periods of severe economic
and financial stress( Based on lessons drawn from recent developments, a
strong capital base should achieve an appropriate balance between ensuring that
both prudential and competitive equity objectives are maintained in the future.

Recognizing the need to also mitigate procyclicality (see section 3.2), this high
quality capital should serve as a buffer which would be built up during periods of
rapid earnings growth and be drawn down in a downturn.

The Working Group also recommends that G20 Leaders support the progressive
adoption of the Basel I1 capital framework across the G20 once strains in markets
have abated. The move to the Baselll framework improves risk capture and
better handles periods of rapid innovation and the new products that such
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periods produce. Moreover, Basel 11 captures off-balance-sheet vehicles,
ensuring they are subject to regulatory capital requirements. Timelines for
implementation may vary across the G20 depending on the leve.! of technical
capabilities of each country's regulators and institutions (see section 4.3 for more
on technical assistance).

Nonetheless, in the context of rapid financial innovation and risk-based
regulatory capital requirements, a well constructed non-risk-based capital
measure can at least partially address the problem of modelling deficiencies and
ensure a minimum level of capital is retained in the banking system. The case
for a complementary, non-risk-based capital measure as a regulatory "back-stop"
to the Baselll risk-based capital requirement should the BCBS.

, '

Recommendation 13: Capital should serve as an effective buffer to absorb
losses over the cy~le, so asto protect both the solvency of financial
institutions in the event of losses, and their ability to lend.

Once conditions in the financial system allow it, the international standard
for the rninin:1Um level of ,capital for banks should be increased and the
'quaHtta~dglob~tc()hsist€mcy,pf4~pltcllshould be enhanced. In addition,
capltalb'Uffers'¥ihoveminima' and loan-loss' prOvisions should be built up in
good times:in order to enhance 'the ability of regulated financial institutions
to withstand large shocks. ' '. ' "

< , ..•. , ..- ": ';'<' , .".:.':,-,::: ,:,',.; .. ', ':-::, ',','>: ':.' ': .. '" -,:,", '.> -;. ,','>:::",:'::',-,,;':"",';': .. '; ""'.; ',; ,':<: ,"

In this context, the BCBS shOUld deV~I()pstandards to promote the build
up of capital and liquidity buffers in good times that can be drawn down in
period~of s.tres~." The S.CBS should also develop a simple, transparent
leverage indicator. " ," .. , ,.. "

}~ ther:n,~,aIJ~ime,theinternaticmal~tandard f()r th~r:ninimum level of capital
~h(),uldr:ernClin 'Uhchangea;cc:t'pitalbiiffer,saQo'(e minima should be allowed
ito 'declinefn'respon~e'tb;deteJk)tati'';~{ed>nomlcconditions and credit
qu'ality', cincflJrgent consideration 'should be given tomeasures that would
facilitate access to additionalprivc:lte secto~capital in, the downturn.

Responsibility: BCBS
Timeline: Two stages: The needlo begin the transition to the medium
term phase w.illbe discussed atperiodicSq§S rneetings. Once it has
begun, ··thetraps.iti8P.ist?be9()rnpl~ted •• as··apprppriate, in consultation
with the industry and with coordination by the expanded FSF
M()nit()~ing:Expahd~d .. F8.F

: ."" '- :," .",_",-'.,:.-"••:(.i):>?'.::;·~tr)?-,---, 'j,::>1:;,-<.".':"."}::{<;i':,"; -_~:_-\--J;-::_)<: :.>:;:>,','.' -'.••,'." .','.:;.<: :',' -:','.> '-" ,::_'. }',:", '''- •.•,' \"'>',' ... :<:.:'\'/!.':',' ',._.;•• '":'" -•,'," :
RecommendatlOn14: 'G20 Lead~rs should, supporttl1eprogressive
adoption of the Baselll capital framework across the G20.
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Responsibility: Prudential supeNisors
Timeline: Two stages: The need to begin the transition to, the medium
term phase to be discussed periodically at FSF meetings. Once it has
begun, the transition is to be completed as appropriate, in consultation
with the industry and with coordination by the expanded'FSF
Monitoring: IMF-WB (through FSAP and Arti,cle 1 'HCBS ,., .

4.3.2 Liquidity

Recent events have highlighted a number of Iimitatigtl~B~'th:~l~iilJes of defence of
financial institutions during a period of severe liquidity straini"M'any of the actions
by which financial institutions can address liquiditypressu~es, fore)(ample by
selling illiquid assets for cash or by competing morJ'~i~gressiveIY'f6rretail
deposits, suffer when liquidity pressures are widespte~q;;;md many in~titutions

attempt to use the same funding strategies. dJ1 ''IHlHh', "
q 1 .-; ~ ~

The in~rea~in~ ~omplexi~y of fi.nancial in.stru~~u~.s al~o ~r~~~~ftlfir)allenges for.
managing liqUidity. The inclUSion of oPtlonl~!I[Qlnnff~Glallnstru'?i'~Hts(e.g., credit
rating downgrade clauses) and the fact th<3l sOl1'le,iristruments'have short track

!~i if ttH,1jP j { j

records or do not trade actively, increas~~the diffidulfy,dll'assessing the
behaviour of these instruments durJpg)peirldd~l;of stres~!and consequently, for

. . ., .p,ll" in l'
managing liqUidity. lip!,! ,111. ,ll

i L >1; ;~::p);;';-.nj

Another weakness revealed bYl:t~~icrisis is th~t;liqLidity, which some large global
financial institutio,~,rHmmiil~freasin~\~Jmanaging in a centralised manner across
borders, may 99tbe'fU!lwt[~msferafjf~mRros~ borders in times of stress, as
national sUW~rVisors and'dHf1MWtic crlsl,~Iij1~nagement policies may require that
sUfficientJTquidity be held fdl111lffftfl ope~~H1ons.

" , Ln~!

Action Item: Regulators shoulddeveJop ,and.iinplenifmtfJro'ceaLife,s,'toe:hsiJhjitha.~:

financial firms implement policies to bettermanage.liqtJldityiisk;indu.dingQY:~'
creating strong liquidity cushions. (For immediate action byMarch 31, 2009)

Action Item: Supervisors andcentrai banks should develop robust and. .
internationally consistent approaches' forliqiJiaity sujfervisionof,and central bank
liquidity operations for, cross~b~rder banks. (For action in the medium term)

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action Item

Standards for liquidity management in the banking sector will be materially raised
. by the BCBS' Principles for Sound Liquidity Risk Management and Supervision,

published in September 2008. The foundation for this guidance is the
fundamental principle that banks should establish a robust framework for
managing liquidity risk, and that they maintain sufficient liquidity, including a
cushion of unencumbered, high quality liquid assets, to withstand a range of
stress events, including those involving the loss or impairment of both unsecured
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and secured funding sources. This guidance also clarifies expectations that
supervisors should assess the adequacy of both a bank's liquidity risk
management framework and its liquidity position, and should tak,e prompt action
if a bank is deficient in either area in order to protect depositors and limit potential
damage to the financial system.

These guidelines include a principle calling for cooperation and information
sharing among supervisors and other stakeholders, such as central banks, for
the liquidity supervision of cross-border banks. This principle provides examples
of firm-specific stress situations that should require closer and more frequent
communication among stakeholders.

The BCBS Working Group on Liquidity has initiatedv.(Qt~jto'l~rpn1bte greater
consistency of liquidity regulation and supervision for cross-,00rp.rJ banking
groups. This includes an evaluation of tools, metrl~;? andRe;nchm?~kS that
supervisors can use to assess the resilience of ba'~~$.'h!i<;lU1ditycus~.i{?~~ ~,Qd
constrain any weakening in liquidity maturity profile~~!l~fl~~rsity of fundihg'sources,
and stress testing practices. This will be discussed;aft~~ly:~ly 2009 BCBS
meeting. 'lJnHl,

F' 'qU~;>;

In addition, the Committee on the Global Ftli1at}:C1,aJ, System (08F:S) released a
report in July 2008 to enhance the operatiP'nal W~m~works fon!the provision of
liquidity by central banks, including cros~i~prd~l'b~;~k~L Jhis report recommends
that central banks enhance their c9RiilHitylro aR~ress'p~RWlems in the international
distribution of liquidity by establishirg1br mairttaining!standing swap lines among
the~s~lves, and by accepting i~~~~ts denomin~~~~Jn a foreign currency or
obligations booked abroad aSICbJ.If:1M~ral. Moreover, the CPSS prepared a report
on op~rational~Mff;~~ff:rm1'mti~<lthaiIB~nM~1 ba~ks could ~ake, on an ind.ividual. or
coordrnatedq~sls, to str~ngt,~~m thelrlp'p~tm3tlonal readrness to cope with a Wide
range of s,qenarios under w~j(9~they m'!gHt seek to provide cross-border liquidity.
Many central banks across tH~liG20 have begun implementing these
recolJ;ltt)~;~~~tions. Illl;'
Alth'OU9h,itMHW9,t events did n~ti~eveal weaknesses with respect to the liquidity
managemerit:jp;lt~~ insuran,S@ sector, the IAIS has expanded its planned review
of solvency supe:t{l~pryHflpers to take into account this issue.

''it;;!!!; ;H'
Working Group Assessment

The BCBS gUidanct~stablishes guidelines for the management of liquidity risk,
including the use of cushions of unencumbered, high quality assets to withstand
a range of stress events. This adequately addresses the Washington action item
to this effect, as weaknesses in this area that were revealed by the crisis
pertained mainly to the banking sector. The BCBS will conduct a comprehensive
review of whether its standards for liquidity have been effectively implemented in
the second half of 2009.

The Working Group proposes that Leaders support the implementation of these
principles and extend them to other financial institutions. In order to improve
liqUidity resilience against future crises, financial institutions will need to hold
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increased levels of stable core funding that is more likely to be stable across the
economic cycle.

An effective global liquidity framework for managing liquidity in large, cross
border financial institutions should include internationally agreed levels of liquidity
buffers, and should encourage an increase in the quality of their composition.
Such a framework needs to be comprehensive and take into account liquidity
needs for the overall institution.

Recommendation 15: Prudential supervisors should deliver a global
framework for promoting stronger liquidity buffersatfinancial institutions,

including cross-bord~,rjnstityyqq~.'tq••7n~u.~~.,t9~t,~I)~,K,~~8~i,W~t.~[1g '.',.•
prolonged periods of market'ant:f.Jundihg."I,iqLJidity;sires;~~ftlx·)!:·:'·':,;!;,",.,

,: :,,'-" •... ': -'''-::, .. '.-'·:_::':.:•.,">':'.,:.',',)",:::i'.:.;:'·:,.'c':'.y.,--:'.::.'.'.:··,'\,-- -.

Responsibility: Prudential supervisors, BCBS, IAIS
Timeline: To be completed within 2 years "
Monitoring: Expanded FSF''.'

~ ; ;

0,_, q:
4.3.3 Infrastructure for aTe eredit;Deti~atit/~s qn l '

PHn: .0; ;j;

The market for cre~it default sV{ifrf(COS) Op~~m~j~lon ~ bilateral, over-the
counter (OTC) baSIS and hasm;o;W;~ to many t1m~§:the sIze of the market for the
underlying credit inBtr;\Am~.nts.nKq)gfutof problems involving some large players
in this marketl.a.ttghtiiq«IH~$;l\PCUsEmnqp,me,~ystemic risks posed by COS. For
instance, theiri~bility of'c'~darn: prote6tiAr;W;ellers to meet their COS obligations

,;:-·'tt i ; f ! ;: , ' ' t .\ ~;

has rais~.<)j,:questions about 't~nrpotentig.lIY destabilizing effects of the COS market
on oth~rilnarkets. Also, the q~tl~rioratron of credit markets generally has
increasedth~: likelihood of cg$payouts, thus prompting protection buyers to
seek additiopalmargin from protection sellers. These margin calls have strained
the balance sh~ets of proteqtion sellers, and may have forced asset sales that
contributed topUt'e/gwn""{qrd pressure on the cash securities markets.

",':. '.'
'-'-:.-',,'

Action Item: Supervisors ~nd'r~gulators,bbildifigon'th~Tr!iini'lel1thi~hCh:o/" "
central counterparty services for creditdiHauf{swaps (CDS) J'n some countries, " ,
should: speed efforts to reduce the systemiciisks'of COS and over-the-counter
(0TC) derivatives transactions; insist that market partiCipants support exchange
traded or electronic tradinf(platforms for COS contracts; expand OTC derivatives
market transparency; and ensure that the infrastructure for OTC derivatives can
support growing volumes. (For immediate action by March 31, 2009)
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Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action Item

A group of global prudential supervisors is working with the industry to strengthen
the infrastructure for aTC credit derivatives. The top near-term priority is to
oversee the implementation of central counterparties for CDS.

Representatives from regulatory agencies with direct authority over one or more
of the existing or proposed CDS central counterparties (including those in the
U.S., U.K., Germany and the European Union) have begun discussing possible
information sharing arrangements and other methods of cooperation within the
regulatory community. The primary objectives of this effort include the
application of consistent standards and the promotion qf,coflsiste!;1t public policy
objectives and oversight approaches for all CDS ce9tr~:U'Cou;~t~.rp~rties, as well
as logistical support in carrying out oversight responsibilitie~jHL\ ,

!L ;P"L1HP:~
In the U.S., the President's Working Group annouqq~d ir:t,:NovembE;lrt008a
broader set of policy objectives to guide efforts aim~q;ca(addressingJheJUII range
of challenges associated with aTC derivatives, with~ptimary focus onODS.
Policy objectives include: ',d

Public reporting of prices, trading vol~!~~fl~nd aggreig~~IT!ppen interest;

The development by supervisors o{l~on~11$~~nt policy st~hdards and risk
management expectations; ill! ,iP'iqUii', '

;; un;-: -Ln! Ht
The registration of all transCl,yt,~<i"ns'in cr*dit dei~aultswaps not cleared
through a CCP in central:~9htract rep~Wl8fit(;~;

Support for trading on ~~~H~i~,ges or otH~:f:g~ntralized trading platforms for
standardizM<;l,;pq>~,qoritraclS;i\flD,d

:'114-~I~~!1;I1ij~'~11i~~}1;{r, \t11IJ:!J-I~__ __!~:
A revifrW by regLilatRl;Y'lft~encies:l1Rlpetermine if they have adequate
enfcprgement authofitY:t(),police against fraud and market manipulation
(Y.{lth proposals for ch~QgMs in a'uthority where warranted).

The,:8fg~~~~hlPf a central cou~~~l~party for aTC credit derivatives is also a priority
in Europe~l~h~~e; the Europe~:h Commission has established a Working Group
composed ofitn*f;~~t partici/1ahts, national regulators and the European Central
Bank to deliverptRg~~ss,iriithis area. As a result of discussions within this EC
Working Group, thWllHt~tnational Swaps and Derivatives Association and the
European Banking Fi",e~eration have committed to the use of at least one EU
central counterparty to clear CCP-eligible CDS on European reference entities
and indices based on these entities. These associations have also committed to
work closely with infrastructure providers, regulators and the European
authorities including the European Central Bank in resolving outstanding
technical, regulatory, legal and practical issues. These efforts mirror the
engagement the industry has made in other jurisdictions.

At the same time, following a request from EU Member States, the Committee of
European Securities Regulators and the European System of Central Banks are
in the process of revising their recommendations for CCPs in order to ensure that
they cater for the specificities of derivatives markets in general and the CDS
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market in particular. Furthermore, the European Commission is also examining
whether additional regulatory requirements might be necessary in this area.

In terms of transparency, IOSCO is working with the financial service industry to
examine the viability of a secondary market reporting system for different types of
structured finance products. In particular, it is focusing on whether the nature of
structured finance products lends itself to such reporting and the cost and
benefits such a system might entail. IOSCO has conducted a survey of industry
participants and is planning to hold a roundtable with industry participants to
discuss whether a secondary reporting system for structured finance products
would be viable.

'PilL "

Working Group Assessment !111Uh1Jl11Hh1111il
The launch of central counterparties (CCPs) for OTC credit ~Eimlc~.tives is an

~:~~~~~t tS~~~u~O;:~d:n~~~~c~~;t~~~~ert~i~~~~s ~~~nlkn;ii~nod c~eu~~~p~~~i~~ to a
COS are no longer exposed to each other's credit riRk.Ujl~nce, well-managed,
and properly regulated CCP could vastly simplify the COrltq!nment of the failure of
a major market participant. Central counterparties also cdhf~\qy~eJo enhancing
market efficiency by helping ensure that el!~.i.b'(~ar~des are c(~~r~a and settled in
a timely manner, thereby reducing the ope'rationlal1tj~ks assoCi~~ited with

. . . III Ji'i!d\lil. i l'
significant volumes of unconfirmed and f~,!ed tq3de~I!IYnrq the development of a
CCP facilitates greater market tran~p,cyerlby, i~C1uding'~~g reporting of prices for
COS, trading volumes, and aggreg~fEi'open i~t~rest1HThe availability of pricing
information can improve the fairhe~s, efficientyilpri~competitiveness of markets
- all of which enhance investdH!~f;qtection andf~~ilitate capital formation. The
degree of transPClreriq¥'lP8~,yOursel,11~~Ple,;ndson the extent of participation in the
CCP, which(~not mandCltp~'iThe ihq!J~,t.ry\s commitment to clear CCP-eligible
COS through central counte;~RC~\rties shqliJid ensure a substantial increase in the
transparency of the market fofithese contracts.

::: .~. ',i i :", 'i iJ!i .:
Pruderitiali~4pervisors have Q~~n collaborating with market participants to
increase m:#t~~ttransparencyWOne major step in this initiative is the publication
of weekly aggn?9Cite market¥iata from a central repository. Regulators are
working to iderWfY:ai.90n~i~t~nt set of data that central counterparties should
make available tch~:~IRublic on a regular basis, including market prices, market
depth and open intenest.

The Working Group recommends that the financial industry take the necessary
steps to clear OTC transactions on credit derivatives through central
counterparties in order to reduce systemic risk. If needed, some incentives may
be provided by national authorities, for example, by taking a higher capital charge
for transactions not cleared through central counterparties.

In order to foster transparency and to promote the use of CCP and of exchange
trading for credit derivatives, pUblic authorities should also encourage the
financial industry to standardize contracts and to use data repository for the
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remaining non-standardized contracts and promote fair and open access to
central counterparty services.

In addition, in order to ensure that the infrastructure for centralized clearing and
settlements meets high prudential standards, the Working Group recommends
that a review of the CPSS-IOSCO Recommendations for Central Counterparties
and the accompanying guidance be undertaken, and that prudential supervisors
apply these (possibly enhanced) standards.

In order to mitigate systemic risk resulting from counterparty credit risk, in the
short run, it would be beneficial for there to be a comREf~i,~~ve\~nvironment for
central counterparties without imposing regulatory rie;qblrem~H~~;lhat unduly
fragment the market. ,11.. . li1ilHIHIl i
In the future, it may be appropriate to consider the!1~~~qJdr cent~~lbounterparties
for other types of derivatives trading over-the-counte'i-ll!lil .• i'

Recommendation 16: Financial institutions shouldt~kethe necessary
actions,'irY<;luding' b}/wayo(standardizing'creditcfer'ivalivescontracts, to
clear OTC transactions' 6ncreditderivativesthrougtlcentral
counterparties. If needed, national authorities may enhance incentives for

.the use ofcentral counter arties to clear OTC credit derivatives.
(, ' • ,j, ';d\ Z;,\j,),ic~; " '

espo I Ility: Financia 'ins I utlon r prudential supervisors and other
authorities, central banks
Timeline: To be completed within two years; Industry to prepare an action
plan on standardization in the Fall 2009
Monitoring: Prudential supervisors and expanded FSF

Recommendation 17: Cel)tral,co.unt~rparti,~S$hOuld;b~subject to ,
transparen't and effective oversight byprudentialsuper,iisors, alJd meet
high standards in terms of risk management, operational arrangements,
default procedures and tra'nsparency.The CPSS and IOSCO should review
their ~:~()ni~~~~~,a!i<;?,Q~~()r,(;~.~t~(;iI~9ul)terp'~xti~st~~psure they take into
,account the umque characteristics of credit derivatives.

Responsibility: Prudential supervisors, CPSS, IOSCO
- Timeline:To be completed within 2 years

Monitoring: Expanded FSF .
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4.4 Compensation Schemes and Risk Management

4.4.1 Compensation Schemes

General consensus has emerged that compensation practices at financial
institutions are one factor, among many, that contributed to the financial crisis.
For instance, bonus payments were tied to short-term profits without adequate
regard to the longer-term risks they imposed on their firms, and this incentives
misalignment amplified the risk-taking that severely threatened the global
financial system.

Action /tem: Financial institutions should have clear internal incentives to
promote stability, and action needs to be taken, through voluntary effort or
regulatory action, to avoid compensation schemes which rewC1rdexcessive short
term returns or risk taking.,(For/lJ7mediatea.sti~RRXMarch?l,.goO~),

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action /t~1i; ,qqll.II'I'.l!..,...
- t1ittP,

To better understand the forces at play, an F,~ffj:yvorking GigW~ln~v1ewed
relevant reports and analyses by other bof1.iesi~nR.j~xperts, e~~a'ged in
discussions with experts from the financ!~r indu~t~J,lm~ PHblic sector and
academia, and investigated industry prahti~e by' con'am~tir1g a global survey of
practice at major financial firms. It ,~t~o reviewed the)"esults of a number of
surveys commissioned by others. J it;

In its assessment of compens,ati~Hlpractices,ihgl~SFhas observed that too little
attention was given:tP,lIin~~,betwe:~i1;~Qmpensation and risks. In particular, the
FSF observ.e.q;th'cif! ;;·;nijlll!llllt.'.l.'. iilW.,.I.ll.I.'... I. ,1"

... ".~tt· ··{il~~~~.!tt·.~, tli11~.j·l~

- Most firmncial institutio!~s:B}jewed compensation systems as being unrelated
tOfNf,r~anagement and ~;~~!gove(~'ance; and

FinanQii~l,nl~upervisory a~~i regulatory authorities did not focus on the
implicatiq:~~!fpr risk of com'pensation systems.

H!r~; :;; d f {

In this context, :ifi~ clear tDFlt changes to existing practices are necessary on
several fronts to en?ur,e that perverse compensation incentives do not induce
excessive risk-takillgin financial institutions in the future. As such, the FSF
developed Principl~S'for Sound Compensation Practices for financial institutions
to prevent incentives towards excessive risk taking that may arise from
compensation schemes. This Working Group formulated nine principles to
achieve more effective governance in setting and monitoring compensation
within financial institutions, to better align compensation practices with prudent
risk taking, and to ensure effective supervisory oversight and improve disclosure
practices.

Additional initiatives undertaken to guide the adoption of improved compensation
practices in the financial sector include the consultation guidance on Basel 11
Pillar 2 to enhance sound corporate governance and risk management, which will
help reinforce adherence to sound compensation practices.
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In addition, the OECD will explore, in the context of the GECD Principles of
Corporate Governance, how compensation practices at both the management
and operating levels should be amended to achieve sounder long-term strategies
that better address the interests of the institution, its shareholders and other
stakeholders.

Working Group Assessment

In order to build on the analysis of remuneration practices that was conducted
and on the sound practice principles that were developed, the Working Group
recommends that Boards of Directors and the management of financial
institutions take appropriate actions to structure compensatipn in a manner

, , ! ~ I- if , "

consistent with sound practice principles such as thg~~Hdev~lqped by the FSF.
.::" d· ~.: -:;

A number of financial institutions have announced;:9hanges~d!tt):~trcompensation

structures. However, it is important that reforms inHthis regard oetlone onan
industry-wide basis, so that improved risk managel11~rtt;a'nd compen~ation
practices by s~me systemically important firms are,frio~\~~Rermined by the
unsound practices ofothers." 'li!ll1lt"

HPi:,~~,

Since competitive pressures, a perceived fir~tr@qver disad~~~;t~gei~r other
factors could hinder the ability of financial.iristitu~ip{1sto effectively address
deficiencies in compensation schemes, tn~ Wor,~i~~'1~;roup views national
authorities' supervisory and regulatory in~~~strI,lCture:ffRl~l;1e appropriate vehicle
for promoting compliance with sou?~lhompenRation practices, It is not intended,
however, that national authoriti~,s Wprudentiali~HP~rvisors would prescribe
particular designs or levels of cqmpensation.;lni~dditionJsince financial firms
differ in goals, clmf~l~~ll;<jl;? do jobs within a firm, any compensation
system must dtn~~J!llanagement tools in pursuit of prudent
risk taking.'QlllllW1

)

HF
;P
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,'~ k:,;;:;:/' '/"'::::j'~'--0t ;}~':n5'~'i!i~w,~:6_'"iL'

Recommendation 18: Lar'gEf loancialinstit' "su a>ensLJr~ h~ '. eir ',"
compensation frameworks are consistenfwith their long:term goals and
with prudent risk-taking. As such, the Boards of Directors of financial
institutions should set clear lines of responsibility and accountability
throughout their organizations to ensure that the design and operation of
its remuneration system supports the firm's goals, including its overall risk
tolerance. Boards should also ensure there are appropriate mechanisms
for monitoring remuneraUon, s.chemes." '.,

Responsibility: Boards of ir' ,
Timeline: FaIl2D09';;
Monitoring: PrJdential"supervlsor

Recommendation 19: In order to promote incentives for prudent risk taking,
each financial institution must review its compensation framework to
ensure it follows sound practice principles such as those developed by the
FSF. These include the need for remuneration systems to provide
incentives consistent with the firm's long-term goals, to be adjusted for the
risk taken by employees, and for the variable components of compensation
to vary symmetrically according to performance.

Responsibility: Financial inst{ "ns' .
Timeline: FaIl2009'.:>!;'><;';":::
Monitoring: PrudentiarsuperVJsbrs

Recommendation 20: Prudentiat~lJper)fisqrs~hoUldenl1~nce the,ir
oversight of compensation schemes by taking the design ofrem uneratioh
systems into account when assessing risk management practices. The
BCBS should more explicitly integratethis dirllensionin its guidance for
the assessment of risk management practices by national prUdential
supervisor~. "', . .

-\:-:::':-'-'·;'r<·;:T.,:: ,.... "'::

Responsibility: Prudentialsuperviso
Timeline: Fall 2009:- i. { ' .. ~."

Monitoring: ExpandedFSF " ' "

4.4.2 Risk Management Practices

Shortcomings in risk management practices revealed by the current crisis reflect
a failure to implement effective firm-wide risk management systems as well as a
number of more technical limitations associated with risk management tools,
including their inability to model severe financial shocks and the fact that most
quantitative tools are backward looking. The many weaknesses in risk
management practices that were revealed include the inability of financial
institutions to adequately monitor risk concentrations across products and
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geographical areas, shortcomings in stress testing and inappropriate practices
for managing risks arising from structured products.

Action Item: Regulators should develop enhanced guidance to strengthen banks'
risk managementpractices, in line with internationalbest practices, and should

.epCOUr;C1~.efiQ~Qc~aJfi"!J1~.. t,qC~7f!.X.~[J'/l(1~th~ir!ntw']al.c(?.']trolsand implement
str:e']gthen~cfpolici~sjor$pundrisKrpa.nage.rnent. (Fpr"iinmediate action by
March31,2009) , '. .

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action Item
/1

In the banking sector, the BCBS is enhancing gUida,r;lR~I~or~up~K!isory oversight
in a number of important risk management areas, ~sing Pill~r;~;9f Baselll as a
foundation. The focus of this guidance is on: ' .,'

. .

Enhancing firm-wide risk oversight, risk manag~m'$n(and internal controls;
Managing more effectively specific risk areas su~h 'clsfirm-wide risk
concentrations, off-balance sheet exposures and asso~j9ted reputational
risks, securitization exposures, valuations and Iiquidity~t;~~l!~ndf
Improving banks' stress testing practice.s,~iililHh, '.,1' ,..

jiJ" -'qHUnh.rP'
These enhancements were included as RC3rt of theli~asel 1,1 consultative.n, l' I'IH'':'
document issued in January 2009. l'I'mtp 'qdllI1'lli

:dq:,HP 'Piqt!~,r
In addition to the BCBS guidance, )~upervisorsjfrom ,dlost G20 countries have
published, or are in the proces~jJ9f;publishingll~,~~pH:~mentaryguidance on a wide
variety of areas in response t~:I~e'~risis, incluliiMg'securitization, risk
concentrations'5o?,ti~w~n~YPlanrlir)'g:TInd stress testing.

The seniorSu'pelvis~rsiGPQ(JR(SSGr,t'~;groupof prudential supervisors, is
undertakilJ9:an assessmerlt't:>:~i(T1ajor in$titutions' strengths, weaknesses and
gaps .i,?d~~l~tion to the recom'~~rdatio~s for str~ngthened risk manage.ment
practlce~lmp,t have been maq~j1n public and pnvate sector reports dunng 2008
(e.g., Fin'a~~i~lilStability ForurtWSenior Supervisors Group, U.S. President's
Working Gro'u~llIDternationQ,ll!fnstitute of Finance, Counterparty Risk
Management G!~q4'P'jlll). ~IMummary of the findings is expected in the spring of
2009 ';\P!!lIL .'iP·;lqHjlnl

In the insurance se~tdr, the IAIS is reviewing all existing and new supervisory
papers to incorporate lessons drawn from the financial crisis. More specifically,
the standards and guidance on asset-liability management and investment risk
management are being updated to reinforce coverage on issues such as the use
of stress testing in identifying risks, including concentration and liquidity risk. An
issues paper on corporate governance is also being developed as foundation for
future supervisory papers on corporate governance which will cover topics such
as risk management and control functions, function and qualification of board
members and the use of third party assessments such as credit ratings. The
appropriateness of the reinsurance plan of direct insurers is also addressed in an
IAIS standard on reinsurance.
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Working Group Assessment

The Working Group welcomes the BCBS consultative documentto address a
wide range of weaknesses in risk management practices that played a significant
role in causing and accelerating the crisis.

In addition to shortcomings with risk management tools and with the supervision
of risk management practices, the global financial crisis has highlighted the
failure of the Boards of Directors of many of financial institutions in fostering an
effective risk management culture in their organizations,,:lt~,houldbe recognized
that, first and foremost, it remains the responsibilitY:9fittjl;e ptIM?t~lsector to take
the lead in strengthening firm-wide risk managem~fit frame'{Jbr~~., Both
management and the Board of Directors are resP9msible forputtiQ~,in place
adequate risk management and control systems. 'Hi:l.. i 'i!'

Action Item: Supervisors should ensure (fml fflJ?[1c.ial; firm$ dflye/op procfJs,sesi,
that provide for timely an'qc()mpIJihen,sivi/tfJe'~sl/femeHt'6frlsJtci/nq~6triltio~s
and large counterparty risk positions a(;rossproduqtsa~dgeographles: (For
immediate action by March 31, 2009) 0 0 ,0 0 , 0' •

Process for Taking Forward the Lea&~rs' Actibn Item)
.i\! .. ::: :q:fp-u,dn

The BCBS's Basel 11 consultatjX~:R.?Gument issl.j~pin January 2009 includes
enhanced Pillar 2gui<:icmc~ oniifHel!~~~essment by management and supervisors
of risk concentrations,: .Jh~;.8omm·ittee's~n~anced guidance sets clear
expectation~fdtBoards~~irn(~nPtors ~h~H~ehior management to set incentives
across th~.firm to control ris~1;~~posure,$l~md concentrations in accordance with
the fir~l~m~at~d ris~ ap~etite!tlmre gu~aance.a~so sets supervisory expectations
for yaptumr;tg,flrm-wlde risk cO,ljlqentrallons arising from both on- and off-balance
sheet expo~~r,n~ and securiti~~lion activities. Generally, banks are expected to
have in plad~::~ffec.tive interQal policies, systems and controls to identify,
measure, monito~l.rp,~mag~;!control and mitigate their risk concentrations in a
timely manner, an~'unqer various conditions, including stressed market
situations. 00

Working Group Assessment

The BCBS guidance establishes processes that provide comprehensive
measurement of concentration risk, ensure that banks have credit risk mitigation
strategies and internal limits to risk concentrations and ensure that these risks
should be assessed under a supervisory review process. This addresses the
Washington action item in holding supervisors responsible for the due diligence
of risk concentrations held by their financial institutions. The BCBS will begin a
review of its existing guidance on sound practices for managing risk
concentrations and large exposures later in 2009.
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Action Item: The Base/GommiUee should study the need. for and help develop
firl1Jfn,e'f;,~lrfJss. te~t{fJg od '.',~ :~ppr~priat~,(Forim;TI(jdiateaction by
March.31,~OQ9):~-"·'_<, : '
::/:,>;(..:,:".,:<,::r,"::.':i/r'~':/::,'f.:. ",_:._' ',"'_ '. ,'_ ,',','" "'.',' ", ,:' ... ".': .. ,:.,_ ,'>' ': ,'",," _;', '".:, "', '

Action Item: Firms should reassess their risk management models to guard
against stress and report to supervisors On their efforts,' (For immediate action
by March 31, 2009) , " " .

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action /tem

The BCBS issued a consultative paper on principles,;fqnls,ouop sVess-testing
practices and supervision in January 2009. This papetpres~n't~ sound principles
for the governance, design and implementation of\~Jress t~stirigPr()grammes at
banks and addresses weaknesses in stress testing'jft?}p,qsed by fh'eifirlancial

• • '1 I} !_~iH:' .

cnsls. ';!Hllil,
pr<Hdip;,: '

Many Working Group members have indicated that!the'g~H;lance from the BCBS
will be used to help refine stress-testing practices in their co,~ntries. A number of
Working Group members have also indicatyc;fpJ,<il,t:ls to extenH~~ress-testing
activities as part of their supervisory frameWork1j~nlj,will issue ~~commendations,

following consultations, in the near-term.in '.U"

In addition, the October 2008 foll0'ff-:~p reportn?f thert~~ urged private sector
organisations that have recomrTjeqoed impro*~,IJl~lJ,t,s to industry risk
management practices to esta~iis~frameworKs[tR~)dgorously monitoring and
reporting on the tirT1~I~,jrT1plell1eht:C;l~i,9p of these Improvements. Implementation
will be mo.nitor,lailf,>;~lP,n~~eRj\il~1 sUP~~/rri?rS ~nd, in the case of ~anks, reinforced
through.PIII~W~Tevlews'ui~~fTMhe Bas~IlUl~r~mework. The Institute of
Internat,ooal Frnance has prJ?.Pwed and;cllstnbuted an assessment framework for
financiqPinstitutions to use.Hlilil I

f H-;! d f > ,~qn

WOrKing;-G~~uP Assessment Jllr
Stress test\hgqis\~n ongoing ,p~~cess and the Working Group urges financial
institutions to cc?t)ti9uously.improve their practices. Sound stress testing also
involves selectin'g\~p,,~H?P'flate scenarios, and the Working Group encourages
financial institutions'~oipay particular attention to this, including in reflecting the
important system-~ide interactions between the various institutions, markets and
instruments in the financial system. This would facilitate the development of risk
mitigation or contingency plans across a range of stressed conditions

Stress testing is an important tool to alert management to adverse unexpected
outcomes related to a variety of risks, and it should be used as such. It is
especially important after long periods of benign economic and financial
conditions, when fading memory of negative conditions can lead to complacency
and the underpricing of risk.
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Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action Item

The Basel 11 consultative document issued in January 2009 includes enhanced
Pillar 2 guidance in this area. Standards for the risk management and due
diligence of structured products and securitization are being enhanced in most
G20 countries where markets for these instruments are developed.
Securitization practices are being clarified, and some cquntr,ies ar~ setting
stronger due diligence standards over structured produJo(s add se'6uritization.

/i""'" :lliiHi l
iJ... l!llqll;l,h
j;lh,Ji fJ' tHlijt!

Working Group Assessment 'HU!l, .. t!!J' "11\1l1L"
, .j If1i1i1> r i 'r i1:: i ~: f ] I, ; ~ .~

The Working Group welcomes the steps taken by the',!?qBS to address:the risks
of securitization. The BeBS' guidance to include abankl~p,p- and off-balance
sheet securitization activities in risk management, includih~riP:~9du~tapproval,
risk concentration limits and estimates of mi:1rk~tJ!creditand!op6'[cHional risk
largely addresses the previous deficienciEi!s·ind~ISJm.anagem~nt of securitized
products. • ,';':;i\ ",

<\f~ 11: pni
iH;Hj1 :>1' "

,h W qi!li\;'idJl4.5 Transparency 'i"I' LpH\I!l;jJ
'IJiHlq ~dqHHf~

In hindsight, weak~e,J9,9\~,~, in pUb"n~I9,~~c1osures have played a significant role in
the crisis. For il')~~~tiet~il~~niRUblid'q~~~~~sur,ys of ~n~ncial institutio~sdid .not
always make clear the tYIJ~and magl1ltq(j~!of their risk exposures, including
those associated with off-b~(<:lnr?e sheetexposures. In addition, recent events in
financial markets revealed some, weaKhesses and inconsistencies in the
application of fair value accoJKhng at financial institutions.

The type of1ilfRFmation disclp;s"ed heading into the turmoil was often not
sufficiently tim~IX'9Nd usefHPto many investors and other market participants.
Public disclosures!that were required of financial institutions did not always make

'~;qIHti, .Ht

clear the type andm~gfiitude of risks associated with their on- and off-balance
sheet exposures. T~'ere were also shortcomings in the other information firms
provided about mafket and credit risk exposures, particularly as these related to
structured products. Where information was disclosed, it was often not done in
an easily accessible or usable way.

Action Item: The key global accounting standards bodies should work to enhance
guidance for valuationo{securities, also taking into account the valuation of
complex, illiquid products, espec;ially during times of.stress. (For immediate
action by March 31; 2009)
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Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action Item

Several accounting standard setting bodies published guidance to clarify
expectations for the valuation of complex securities and other financial
instruments during the Fall of 2008. These notices were broadly consistent with
one another. They emphasized the need for greater management judgment in
estimating fair values when markets are inactive and provided advice for
evaluating the reliability of valuation inputs.

In addition, at the end of November 2008, the BCBS released a consultation
paper that provides guidance to banks and banking supervisors to strengthen
valuation processes for financial instruments. This gUi9;~nc~reinforces the
guidance published by accounting standard setters.,r,1!i\i; in,; .

The IASB is in the process of enhancing guidanceifor fair valuetneasurement
more generally, for both financial and non-financial:pssets and liabilities. This
broad review of fair value measurement was initiat~~~li~l~ovember 2,O;R(3rto
simplify, clarify and harmonize the overall body of gLlid;<3:!i1c,e that has been added
piecemeal to a number of standards over the years'.' Th'~lg~j,yctive of this project
is to create a single source of guidance for fair value measur~men,t'and .

. :Ht 'L~l:!n,!

disclosure. An exposure draft is expected, injt~~lfiri~t half of 29:p'~.
<cl .""L, i'

In February 2009, FASB indicated it wOLlIR re-e)(ah1J)'ly its guidance for fair value
accounting and disclosures in 2009. 'jn iLl!';\'

HUl H' ;i H

Working Group Assessment ;tHt' , '.. .

Considerable work has been u~~~rtaken to einW~h~~ guidance for the valuation
of financial instrurT1ellt,s.,JncludingR~rT1plex and i1liquid instruments, and more
w~rk is unde~ft~..!lt#v1~lfiRq!9Ii\?er thi:itl~Ti~,~c~ri;on plan with respect to fair value
gUidance h~RiDeen actileV~WH;l) 'i'HI:wji

Ijli <'n;'1ih/
In orderilq support transpare;J;lid~ and allow the users of financial statements to
ass~,s'~'~~ffl~l~an~ial hea.lt~ of\~tlcompany, fair value valuatio~ needs t~ be
compleme(lt~pLwlth sUfflclentl~lsclosure standards on valuation techniques.
When valu~Wa,H\rnodels are&Sed, notes to financial statements must include a
description of ar$j$l(jmptiorl~;Aaken and a discussion of the incidence of alternative
inputs on valuati~YnH!m~eiWorking Group recommends that efforts to enhance
disclosure standardsHh order to allow users of financial statement to evaluate the
uncertainty surrounding valuation be accelerated.

Recommendation 21: Accounting standard setters should accelerate
efforts to reduce the cOrnplexityof accounting standards for financial
instruments,,·to i'l)proye ac~o'untingstandards for ,foreign currency
translation, to enhance presentation standards in order to allow the users
of financial statements to better assess the uncertainty surrounding the
valuation of financial instruments, and tbbetter reflect economic
substance of financial assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
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currency.

Timeline: Fall 2009
Monitoring: Expanded

Action Item: Accounting standa'rdsetters'sho,uldsigriificantlyadvante their Work"' "
to address weaknesses in accounting and disclosurestafldardsforoff-balance
sheet vehicles. (For immediate action by March 3{ 2009) ,', " ' '

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action /tern ·':;,;:~!,jl
(j1h, 'i I, \L;~:, '.' _,

The FASB issued, for public comment, proposed clcFRMnting chang~sforide-

recognition of financial assets and consolidation of 6ff.ilm,lance sheetEmti~ies.
These revised standards are expected to be finalizea irii~p09 and effective in
2010. The FASB also issued enhanced disclosure standar8s;for off-balance
sheet entities that were effective beginning "Y,iHl:~P08 year '~h~:!r.~pOrting.

Af;;HHqLdd1:lh '~HP~

The IASB issued, for public comment, p~~pose~iM~RRMntiRg changes for
consolidation of off-balance sheet e~,titie*l.lljTh;'$ revis~:«l~tandard is expected to
be effective in 2011. The lASS alsql~'ccelerat~d its8e'1recognition project and
expects to publish an exposureclr~rt in the fir~t;lJAcKlof 2009, to be effective no

,1'LL ~ qndp;,'i
earlier than 2011.d!lliHIL '1.j!lW J'

fllHlIPi

Given the comp'lexitYWthei~sues!tn\(oNed, the effective dates could change.

Working Group Assessrf1~~f:hilHlllW
This Ac\i,QMltem has beeni~!r~~IY meUWhile initiatives by accounting standards
setten)!~R;!~n;hance consolidaflclp requirements, including disclosure standards for
off-balaric~mRlE:let entities ha"j~lbeen underway since before the crisis began, the
standards H~?(MIR~en furthe~l~trengthened and revisions accelerated I and the two
major accountirJ@lbodies pla'ri to converge their standards.

IlH!H1H,:JL,: dn1 '
- d">
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, . . ,,-:__ >:_ ,; , ".; .c,

Action ltem:Financial institutiOI1~shOuldproVideer1hancerJrisk disclosures in
thf;ir reporting 8f7cjdisclose alllosses0rJ an. ongoing basis,consistent with
international best practice, as appropriate. Regulators should work to ensure
that a financialinstitution's .'inancia/statements include a complete, accurate,
Clnd.timelypictu{eorthfJ .. firm'sactiyitiesJincludinQ •.off7b~lance sheet activities)
and are reported on a consistent andregular basis. (For action in the medium
term)

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action It~m ,':,i::r,
;'1 yrr> ~ fit f (; P-di i ; ,

To enhance transparency and market confidence, th'eWfiSF recomrriep'd~qin its
April 2008 report that financial institutions draw fromi~~~~in~ practice~I'tdi~nsure
that they provide robust meaningful disclosures about risk~),<posures, including
those associated with complex financial instru.~~nts, in midLye,a,r;;?008
statements. Prudential supervisors of countries'th(,'lt are part b,fthe FSF strongly
encouraged their internationally active fi~~ncial !n~m~,tions to use these
recommended practices in their mid-yea,~If,l?Poriin~{imry,fSFalso asked IOSCO
to assess the adequacy of initiativeRJDafpriv~~esectpt.groups are taking forward
to enhance issuer transparencY}0h's'ecuritize9nHr9,<;t~cts. This assessment was
undertaken as part of IOSCO'?INt~rkon securlt)~~~iproducts, on which it will
produce an interi~j ~~p;~lrt.i,. n Ma'r'q~jllk. .

,!",!l'""I,llll'l!" ''1'1''
In January 20R~:lt11en8m~$I\~s:~,uedfo'~lqgrm]ent proposals to strengthen Pillar 3
disclosureSct~ndards fordMO~$risecuriti~~ti6n activities, building on the
recomm~rilded sound pracHc~!g!sclosures of the FSF.

,.iI;:, HliJ!!
In additi~n',lthe IASB has rele~~ed several proposals in recent months to improve
disdosu~e:of'fjiQancial instrum;~nts. These include enhancements to the
disclosure ot~118Rsure to ri~Klfrom off-balance sheet items, and an amendment
to the standarcrif~Wt~e pr~~Elntation of financial statement (IFRS 7) to clarify and
enhance disclosury$,~pput fair value measurements and the liquidity risk of
financial instrumenf$llitncluding for complex financial instruments.

Working Group Ass~~sment
Following the leading practice disclosure framework advanced by the FSF, large
financial institutions have substantially expanded their disclosures about risk
exposures, including those associated with complex financial instruments and
other related policies.
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A·ction IferT/: .F?~.~{j,ator~,.sLJPX~1J§6rs, .•·.?qg·~qcOUf7lirJ}J .$tC1t1cfC1r,qf ••se~ers,.· as
appropriC1(f1.,~hqulcJ<r;yo[k'l{ith~CJ,91J· ••otlJ~"C1.(Jd(lJfJP[i'lC1.tf1.i~eqtprpn an ongoing
basis to ensure consistentaPf?!icatioQaqcff1.fJtorq~rTle(Jt.g(f1iglJ-.qu.ality .
account!ng stancfC1(dS: (f.q~;~9\{p~iq.,(Q~,filj.)~~~~rJJ:f~~1~9]/· '1;:i:t;'r~· ,r,:'.'·· .<+ \ {'tS;"W~;

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action Item

The IASB has established an external monitoring body composed of
representatives of public authorities and of international organizations that have
requirements for accountability to public authorities. This monitoring body
includes IOSCO, the European Commission, the US SEC, the Japan FSA, the
IMF, and the World Bank. The BCBS will also be a;p~~\dip~f\llg,'cls an observer.

~rp""-' :,qHH~"

In addition the IASB and the U.S. FASB have est~Rlished,aW~d~XsWYgroup
comprised of senior leaders with broad internation!~jj~~~erlence 'rnilfi~f3nciall
markets to advise the Boards in considering accountlHghi;ssues em~rglt)g;~rom

1 "1:"<;" ~~.;It r >'
the global crisis. The primary function of the FinallciaIH])fJIr9I;s Advisory' Group
(FCAG) is to advise the Boards about standard-setting ir+iRl!m~tionsof (1) the
global financial crisis and (2) potential chan~~;?:tRthe globaf'r:~~tula'tory
environment. The group will conclude its ~divHi~SIWithin app(pxlmately six
months, and will conduct advisory meeti~Ws dU~i;Hglt*;~t tirre/

1;;;h ' ';::-: .t<

The FCAG will consider how imprqY~rnerils ill'!financiafreporting could help
enhance investor confidence inifiriahcial mar~ets,,:rhe advisory group also will
help identify significant accoun!ir~gljssues thaflrg~iWre the urgent and immediate

, ll1n""i,
attention of the Bq~U~~di~l~ well aslK~.~l)es for long-term consideration. In
providing that(1idyiCEH!'(~~I*~YI~Sory 'tfrMYR!\NiJI draw upon work already underway
~n a nU~bep)fjurisdictidii~lm~mcc~uri~~~~la'nd the credit crisi~J as ~ell as
informatIon gathered from tfi~;p;ubllc ro,undtables-one each In ASia, Europe, and
North America-that the BoaH:ls1hosted in November and December 2008.

~ ,t;;

WOrkingG~~0ff!~ssessment .Ill!
In many coLln~r1esJ high leve,['committees were established to ensure
coordination bet\Ny~p reglllators of various sectors, accounting standard setters
and industry repr'es'~htgti'ves. Mechanisms have been put in place for
coordination betweJ~I~ccounting firms, listed companies, accounting standard
setters and regulators to foster consistent application of prescribed standards.

Action /tern: The key globalaccouhtingStandar;d~'6()di~Ssh6tfdWoFk'~fntehsi~eIY''•.
toward the objective of creating Cl single high-quality global standard. '(For action
in the medium term)

Process for Taking Forward the Leaders' Action Item

IFRS are in use in over 100 countries, and about 40 more are in the process of
either adopting or converging with them. While some countries have adopted the
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IFRS without modifications, others have tailored the IFRS to their country specific
conditions during the process of convergence.

Working Group Assessment

The long-term benefits likely to result from the use of a harmonized set of
international accounting standards are considerable, in particular from a market
transparency and cost perspective. While adapting IFRS according to national
circumstances rather than fully complying with them may be appropriate in some
cases to take into account country-specific characteristics of markets, it also
voids some of the benefits of a global set of accounting standards. Enhanced
representation of EMEs within the IASB governance structure would allow for
standards that reflect the unique circumstances of tt;l#~~1CoLlt)tries.

Recommendation 22: The lASS should enhance its efforts to facilitate the
global c(inyergence towar~sa single set of high~qualityaccounting
st~f1dClr?sby ~~q~lng th.~~)(p,~rt~!)c~,qfc()un,\ri~s that have completed this
process, by providi(l~ftechriicalassistanceand by increasing
representation from EMEs within its governance structure.

Responsibility: IASB
Timeline: Fall 2009
Monitoring: Expanded FSF

p' -~H1,l;q)", !1q'~

In this s::rRflbn, we pr~pose r~flRlTImen~~tions for addressing concer~s not
cOVery,gi~,~,the Washington A~mpn Plan. They relate to governance Issues for
enhaHcihg!m~ macroprudenti«(iorientation of the regulatory framework, to
ensuring tH~~I?[mropriate re~gurces are available for effective enforcement, and
to providing ~msi~~ance to cpuntries that require it for enhancing their regulatory
frameworks. ;:'illlill!l', <" '

qnqp
jf

,I'

5.1 Effective Eriforcement

Achieving the objectives of the regulatory framework requires not only sound
regulation but also effective enforcement. No matter how sound the rules are for
regulating the conduct of market participants, if the system of enforcement is
ineffective - or is perceived to be ineffective - the ability of the system to achieve
the desired outcome is undermined.

It is thus essential that participants are appropriately monitored, that offenders
are vigorously prosecuted and that adequate penalties are imposed when rules
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are broken. A regulatory framework with strong monitoring, prosecution, and
application of penalties provides the incentives for firms to follow the rules. This,
in the end, adds to the framework's credibility and enhances inv~stor confidence
in the financial system. Thus, a coordinated approach by securities regulators
and self-regulatory organizations, law enforcement agencies and other actors in
the legal system to monitor, investigate, and punish improper behaviour is
necessary at a national and, in the context of globalization of the financial
system, at the international level.

In terms of international cooperation, IOSCO has developed a multilateral
memorandum of understanding (MMOU) on cooperatif9;~:Fnq, infqrtmation sharing
for ~ecuritie~ re~ulatio~ and en.forcement p~rp~sesf!!m~;elM~ffilYiis specific about
the mformatlon, mcludmg banking and brokmg mformatlon, VY,t!IGh,must be made
available on request of signatories for the specificIR,~rpose ~~C6U~il"the MMOU.
It has raised the standard of international informatio;ri\l~haring by reqWmi~gJhat
banking secrecy laws do not prevent the exchange 9;f;!(~fwmation for;~~~urities
enforcement purposes. Applicants to become a sighai(jry;?re required'to
undergo an independent verification process. Over two tHirq~9f IOSCO's eligible
members have become signatories or underQPf;\~the verificMH()'~;1process and
committed to addressing the gaps identifig(f'!)itfl;~iProcess, i~biuding seeking
legislative change if necessary. ,lE dJ''!j\l\!l",''

diP !Oln ,Ii' ''ililllllP
Supervisory colleges are within thE1lt~'mit of t~~:G20J~rv6rkingGroup on
Reinforci~g Interna~ional coOP~rff,\on and Pr9ml~1~iiog Integrity in Financial
Markets (I.e., Workmg Group 2,)!.i1lliL, 'ilj!,!J'

We recommend, th~Y~'uthbrities ;~~IMYJJhe effectiveness of their enforcement
activities and:ens(jre"fH~b!~p.Rr9priatE/!(~~ffiutces, including both human and
financial resources, are availab'le to achj~ve this.

<"1-'

Recommendation2~:'T~~~effecti'.J'e·~nfdirc~rlientofregJI~tion$ho'uld be a
priority of all financiarregulators~:As's,u~hJnatioflalfinancialregulat()rs
and oversighfau'thoritiessn6uldr~vteW;ttl.e,effectiyeh~s~::o(thei
enforcement activities'cmd ensure that a-p'proprTatE{teg('T.i·ice~'ar.. I a e' •.•
for monitoring the application of regulafionkndfor/'prd"s'ecU'tfng 'o'ffetlderS·
and that the enforcement function is independent from other activities or
from external influences. ...

Responsibility: Prudential supervisors and securities regulators
Timeline: To be complet~d\Vithin2y~ars ..
Monit()rin~: .1ry1F--Y'{§(mrqughf?§bPCirl(jf\rtiCI~ •.IY)
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5.2 Technical Assistance and Capacity Building in Emerging
Market Economies

For some countries, for example those with less-developed financial systems,
transition towards the implementation of enhanced standards and regulations
may present a greater challenge. The Working Group recommends that national
authorities commit to assist each other in order to enhance the capacity of the
G20 as a whole to strengthen the regulatory framework, Appropriate technical
assistance should also be provided to these countries by international standard
setting bodies in order to allow for the effective implementation of more
challenging new regulations that are consistent with international standards and
codes. Examples include those for mitigating procy{?;liy~(ity,1n;W;f3dopting the
Basel 11 capital framework and for converging towards a gloQ~I~et of high-quality
accounting standards. ijl W'I"I!'

t{~t~~rt.f~ri~&~!ti6~·'~a~1R€8J;~iirfug"th~tthe.•·.·.d·eg'ree·'··of.·.development of
financial systems varies considerably across the G20, national authorities
commit to assist each other in enhancing their capacity to strengthen
regulatory frameworks..Inagdition, 10SOO, the IAIS.and the BOBS should
ha'V~ the appropriate capayity to provide technical assistance. The needs
of emerging market economies deserve particular consideration.

'Responsibility: Fin~n~eMinistries;prudential su'pervisors, securities
regulators, IOSCO, IAIS, BCBS

, Til11eline: Ongoing .
-,:,JyI()ritorip :I'MFWB (through FSAP and Article IV)

dUI, ;qUp
" ··qill!HliLIIW

6. concriii§ibns and Re<HRmmendations

iHi:Hil; "
Given the analysiso.ftltlle Working Group, we have concluded the following list of
medium-term recomtWendations.

,;',~

[The list will be updated once recommendations are finalized.]

There are _ areas of disagreement within the Working Group:

1. Whether the mandate of accounting standard setters should include taking
into account the stability of the financial system as a complement to their
core mandate. A manifestation of this disagreement is in how to achieve
more forward-looking provisioning practices.

2. The minimum level of oversight applicable to the entire financial system
(i.e., disclosure vs. regulation)
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3. Some WG members proposed that the Working Group recommend more
formal and consistent oversight for hedge funds, while others argue the
limited role of hedge funds in contributing to the current crisis does not
merit priority action.

4.
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